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Front Cover – Egon Schiele – Woman in Black Stockings (Valerie Neuzil) 1913

Schiele's behaviour in separating from his lover Wally Neuzil, if not dominantly 
male, was at the very least singularly unfeeling. He left her in order to marry 
Edith Harms. Since early 1914 Schiele had been trying to get to know Edith and 
Adele Harms, two young, pretty, middle-class women who lived across the 
street. He would strike odd poses at his window, or howl "like an Indian"; and, 
having attracted their attention, invited them on excursions and walks. In order 
to demonstrate to their sternly moral mother that his intentions were honourable, 
Schiele took the unsuspecting Wally along on these outings. But in February 
1915 a harmless flirtation with Edith Harms became a stronger attraction. And in 
a letter to Roessler of 16 February he wrote: "I plan to marry - most 
advantageously, perhaps not Wally."
Schiele and Wally Neuzil had lived together for four years. She was his 
preferred model in most of his erotic drawings and also appeared in a number of 
important paintings. She had seen through being hounded out of Krumau, she 
had stood by him throughout the Neulengbach affair, and now he announced that 
he would be marrying another woman. Roessler recalled that Schiele asked 
Wally to join him in his local in Hietzingen, and silently handed her a letter in 
which he undertook to "spend several weeks every summer on holiday 
together!!!" Needless to say, this was an offer Wally felt well able to refuse; in 
any case, she pointed out, Edith would never accept such an odd menage a trois 
either. Edith does appear to have been quite jealous initially, and she demanded 
a definite decision. After the separation, Wally volunteered for the Red Cross 
and died of scarlet fever in Dalmatia in 1917. She never saw Schiele again.

Reinhard Steiner – Egon Scheile 1890-1918 The Midnight Soul of the Artist
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EDITORIAL

Wider still and wider. This issue has contributions from four exotic 
locales. Jeff Tikari worked on tea and coffee plantations in India and 
Papua New Guinea. His story is about rural superstition and extols 
brain-eating as an aid to mental development. Then there’s Kayti 
Doolittle from Kansas reporting on the scene in Thailand where the 
popular sport is a variety of ping-pong. Surely with the advent of 3D TV 
the time has come for this game to be included in the Olympics. I’d be a 
fan – and possibly there’d be a Wii version where you joined in with 
your own bat. 

Scandinavia isn’t generally considered exotic but Danish TV crime 
series are changing that misapprehension – and helping pullover sales. 
I’ve described Nigel Ford’s strange stories as a Jacques Tati film 
scripted by Kafka. His latest concerns a car wash which insists on 
scrubbing the driver. We get an inkling where this might be taking place 
but have our expectations dashed by discovering it’s Polovia (no, not 
Pullovia – that’s Denmark). So lets say a Bergman film scripted by 
Larry David….but isn’t that Woody Allen? Oik film buff Alexis Lykiard 
would know.

The fourth exotic locale is…Liverpool. Even though I live within 20 
miles of the place and have worked with scousers all my life I still find 
the place exotic. It’s not England, it’s not Ireland, it’s probably not even 
the world, it’s Liverpool. Thatcher couldn’t understand the place and 
condemned it, back in the eighties, to “managed decline”. The natives, 
however, refused to decline gracefully. Tanner’s vitriolic account of a 
dolie forced to work in a charity shop stands up with One Day in the Life 
of Ivan Denisovich (but much funnier). Kenn Taylor’s more measured 
account of “managed decline” tracks an oik’s disintegration through 
unemployment booze and drugs (the standard route). Our last major 
scouse epic was Ray Blyde’s account of life in the printing industry. 
That finished in issue 11 so it’s good to get an update from this exotic 
outpost.

A more overt madness is on offer from Brett Wilson who does a Lytton 
Strachey on the eminent Victorian Florence Nightingale. Dave 
Birtwistle scrutinises another great Victorian, Charles Darwin, and 
reveals he was a secret pisshead and nail straightener. I thought nail 
straightening began only in the 1940s when no oik household was 
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without a jamjar full of rusting nails and screws but now we know 
different. Dawkins will no doubt be shaken by this. Tom Kilcourse, not 
normally known for surrealism (at least in this magazine) manages to 
offend both Muslims and Fascists (two categories conflated by the 
recently deceased Chris Hitchens) in his parable The Adolfians. The 
Seine valley – where Tom lives – is a long way from Toulouse so he’ll 
probably be OK. Finally Jaruzelski explains last years’ riots as a result 
of the dearth of decent copies of A la recherché du temps perdu in the 
shops. Er…well, up to a point Stefan. Jack Smylie Wild (Bob’s nephew 
who shares the Wildean family trait of remorseless wordplay) goes quite 
crazy in a writer’s restaurant.

More solid contributions include Ken Champion’s story Mrs Gaines 
(one of a series featuring psychoanalyst James Kent) and his fine poem 
Dad’s Dog with its useful annotations (if you’re ever dahn the east end 
at a dog track or ordering at a greasy spoon.) Peter Street, an oik poet 
from East Lancs, recalls an epiphany in the toilet (shades of Ulysses) 
and the sad fate of a braggart lion tamer in Bolton 1897.

The Oik also takes on the London Review of Books with an excursion 
into criticism. Jim Burns in progess to re-issue a lifetime’s essays on 
jazz, Beats and painters (three vols have already appeared) allows us to 
reprint his article on Baroness Kathleen Annie Pannonica Rothschild de 
Koenigswarter – no, don’t stop reading – this lady was a jazz nut who 
patronised the great Thelonious Monk. On film the poet and novelist 
Alexis Lykiard allows us to raid his great blog for crits on neglected 
b&w masterpieces. I can’t say I entirely concur with his enthusiasm for 
The Big Knife but he has a point and the film is well worth a look.

Ken Clay April  2012
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COMPELLING PERSUASIONS
A tale from rural India

Jeff Tikari

Young Panak considered himself a thinker and writer; his 
colleagues considered him opinionated and mad; his thinking was at 
variance with theirs, he was stubborn and bull headed to boot.
The human ‘soul’ was the singular obsession of Panak’s 
preoccupation. He would contemplate it for days, in deep thought – 
missing out on food, snacking when hungry, and sleeping fitfully at 
night.
I suppose ‘soul’ is a combination of energy, a life-giving force, with 
somehow a destiny intertwined. But what is this force? And what is 
energy? Both terms are so vague and interchangeable. He decided 
he needed a ‘soul’ to properly study it. But how would he get hold 
of a ‘soul’? Nobody had ever done so!
He would kill his wife!!!
Yes, of course, killing her would help his experiment; he would 
have to make sure he captured her soul - that was the whole idea – 
he wanted her spirit. 
Panak lay awake at night: he thought of ways to take her life and the 
method he would use to capture her spirit.
Kanika was his wife of five years, but there was nothing between 
them; he wouldn’t miss her – she never was anyone he thought 
about; she was just there. At times he didn’t notice her,  forgot her 
existence, he would see her as she walked past, a couple of feet 
from his nose, and he would wonder who it was until his mind came 
back to the present 

Panak had married Kanika when she was fifteen – good looking, 
good figure, but dumb! Her father had let out a big sigh of relief 
after the ceremony.  Her family had painfully accepted that no one 
would marry her, for she was dull and stupid. The malaria that had 
struck her down as a child had affected her brain: she would sit for 
hours looking at nothing, saying nothing. She was ‘all grown up’ 
now and though her brain was underdeveloped, her body had 
matured unhindered.
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Panak had married her because his mother kept badgering him to 
‘marry’ before she died, ‘I’m getting old, son,’ was her constant 
whine. He didn’t want to marry at all, but his mother’s hounding 
was distracting him from his writing, from his study of the occult.  
Though he had eventually conceded to marry, he was angry at being 
coerced; he would like to ‘turn the tables’ on his mother. 
During his travels through the country to collect material for his 
writing, he had visited the village where Kanika lived. One look at 
the girl and he knew he had his revenge! He would marry this 
'retard' and show his mother what comes of harassment. 
His mother was horrified when she saw the girl, but he insisted. If 
she wanted him to marry he would marry only her. 
And so a wedding took place.
That was five years ago; he had slept with her once! He would not 
take her out. And as compensation he paid her bus fare back to her 
village every few months; she was grateful and happy to go. But her 
parents looked sad on seeing that fate had struck their only daughter 
this cruel blow.
She had made a friend in the village pundit who was always patient 
with her: he would explain to her, like one would to a child, that 
which she could not understand. She learned slowly. She didn’t 
mind him groping her breasts in exchange or making her handle his 
front part; it did nothing for her; she was glad to please him and 
grateful he took time to explain things to her. He had entered her a 
few times too, not in front…
“No, no,” he had said, “that will put a child in you.”
She realized, over time that she had a certain hold on him, tenuous 
though it may be, it was there. She had never had sway over anyone 
before.

“But how am I going to think like you people?” she asked the 
pundit on her visits. “I know I am stupid and just cannot think, but 
you’ve got to help me.” 
He gave her herbs to eat and concoctions to drink saying it would 
help her. But it did not and she became more insistent.
“Eat a lot of brain in your diet,” he told her in desperation, “it will 
help your brain develop.”
She had consumed brain in her diet: chickens’, goats’ and sheep’s 
for years now and it had not helped.
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“It’s not working,” she told him.
“You are eating the brains of animals; they are not very bright so it 
is not showing quick results. Perhaps it will take a long time.”
And then one night ‘like a bolt from the blue’ a thought entered her 
dim mind: it would have to be the brain of a human being! Someone 
clever, someone clever like her husband! That’s it, she decided, she 
would have to eat her husband’s brain!
She mulled over it for months; she would have to kill her husband 
and eat his brain. But she could not think of a way to do so. She 
studied him every day: he would sit at the dining table, oblivious of 
his surroundings, pen in hand and eyes staring into space. She 
would walk around him a few times, but he would not see her. This 
looks too easy, she thought; even she should be able to kill him.
Of late, Panak noticed his wife kept staring at him. Could she 
possibly be picking up some faint brain transmission from him 
indicating he planned to kill her? These dumb types had some 
strange powers. He looked hard at her, but only encountered a blank 
look from her glassy eyes.
She confided in the pundit:
“You said I was eating the brain of animals and as animals are not 
clever it is not helping me.”
“Give it time, it will help eventually.” how was he going to get out 
of this one he moaned?
“I have decided to eat a clever brain.”
“What do you mean, what’s a clever brain?”
“I’m going to eat a man’s brain, a clever man’s brain – like the 
brain of my husband: he’s clever, his brain should help me.”
The pundit was staring at her open mouthed. She couldn’t be joking 
– no, she was too dumb to joke. Oh my God, she is serious! 
“Look, don’t be silly that won’t help.” Lord, what had he got 
himself into?
“Of course it will help – you said so yourself. And how can you 
now say it won’t help?”
“Just relax, Kanika. Let me think this out, don’t do anything 
stupid.” Please, God, help me, he prayed silently.
“Have you been lying to me so you can play with my breasts?”
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“No, no, I haven’t been lying, promise!”
“Well then it is settled. You will have to help me.”
“Help you…to kill your Husband?”
“Can you think of any other way I could eat his brain?”

Panak was putting the last touches to his plan. There were still a few 
lose ends he would have to tie up. He had located a lead lined 
coffin: “It’s completely air tight,” the undertaker had assured him. 
Well, that was one angle that was covered. He still had to talk to a 
Christian priest. He needed clarification on certain points: if a 
devil’s spirit could enter a human body; then surely a human spirit 
could be made to enter an animal’s body - stood to reason! He 
would have to ensure everything was perfect; there would be no 
second chance.
He would refrigerate the coffin by filling it with ice and after 
drugging his wife place her in it along with a ground squirrel. 
Whilst her body would succumb to the extreme temperature, the 
squirrel would go into hibernation and survive – squirrels could do 
that. It would survive until a certain temperature; the trick was to 
catch it before it succumbed and so ensure that its weakened 
metabolism would accept his wife’s spirit. He would then have a 
squirrel with a soul! 
Ha! 
The doorbell rang jerking him out of his reverie. 
“Yes?” He opened the door tentatively.
“I am a pundit from the village your wife comes from. May I come 
in please?”
“Okay… I am busy though.” He noticed the saffron robes and the 
smell of incense about him. 
“I won’t take much of your time.”
The pundit had come on a whim; he didn’t have a plan, and would 
have to play it by ear.
Kanika walked in and her face lit up: he has come to help me, how 
nice! She smiled at the pundit and joined her palms, “Namaste! I’ll 
bring you some tea.”
“Well, what is it you want?” Panak asked, somewhat annoyed at 
being disturbed.
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“Nothing really, I was in the area, I thought we would chat.”
“Chat! About what?”
Punditji scratched the stubble on his chin, “Well, I believe you 
don’t get along with your wife…I mean you don’t exercise your 
conjugal rights…”
“What’s it to you?” Panak was now getting angry.
“I believe you married her to spite your mother. Well, your mother 
has been dead these four long years now – God rest her soul - 
should you vent your anger on an innocent young girl? She has not 
been at fault, so why torture her? Give her a chance I dare say she 
deserves it.”
“Right, okay! So you have now had your say, finish your tea and 
then I would appreciate if you left.”

Kanika went to the woodpile at the back of the house; she picked up 
the axe and ran a finger over the blade: it was sharp enough - it 
would have to do. Punditji was here to help her; she must do it now. 
She had heard that in the ‘Hindu Tantric’ way when a woman was 
to take the life of her husband she would loosen her hair, bare her 
chest, and apply mustard oil over her upper body, her breasts, and 
nipples. Kanika did that now and holding the axe aloft entered the 
room where her husband was conversing with the pundit. Both men 
looked up, their mouths fell open: Kanika was panting with 
excitement; her bare oiled breasts heaved rhythmically and her eyes 
stared out demonically.
“Hold his arms,” she shouted to the pundit.
But both men were too shocked to react. Kanika, with raised axe 
moved towards her husband. The men jumped up: Panak grabbed 
her arms and twisted her around whilst the pundit removed the axe 
from her grip.
“Kill him!” she screamed.
Panak turned her around and slapped her hard twice on the face. 
Kanika collapsed on the carpet in a heap, her nose bleeding.
That was three days ago. Panak had kept her sedated and she had 
slept all day. Panak assumed she must have suffered a trauma, 
possibly because he had not touched her sexually for years now – 
not since their wedding five years ago, and she was a young healthy 
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girl! He would compensate her before he killed her: let her die 
sexually contented. 
Next day Panak gave her a lethal dose of sedatives. He had packed 
the powerful sedatives in ten capsules that would dissolve in her 
stomach in twenty minutes – time enough to make love to her for 
the last time and to give the final touches to the coffin; time too to 
place the ground squirrel in a sequestered corner in the coffin.
Panak disrobed and walked naked to his wife’s bed and undressed 
her. She looked at him with big eyes, but didn’t say anything. He 
stroked her breasts: she did have a very lovely body he saw, and 
then he entered her. When he climaxed he heard a little involuntary 
moan from her – that touched him. He too had enjoyed it very much 
and had sweated freely during the embrace. He got off her gently 
and went to the room where the coffin lay.
He sat by the coffin thinking: perhaps, he should give her a chance; 
she had really done nothing to displease him. If, when the sedative 
began to work, he were to exercise her, forcing her to walk and 
induce vomiting she would recover from the effects of the sedative. 
Of course, if he put her into the ice filled coffin she would die. He 
wondered which option to take. 
This was a whole new development: for the first time in his married 
life he was thinking of her and of her feelings. The pundit was right, 
it was no fault of hers that she was struck by cerebral malaria as a 
child and had suffered brain damage; perhaps a neurosurgeon would 
be able to do something with her… he would have to investigate 
that line.
But what of his experiment… he would have to put it ‘on hold’ until 
he could get around to it. It really needed to be re-thought; he would 
take one thing at a time. First he would see if his wife could be 
helped; it would probably cost a heap, but he now felt he owed it to 
her.

Kanika crept up very quietly behind him, axe ‘on the ready’. She 
could feel the sedative taking hold - she must hurry. He was 
crouched over the ice filled coffin and did not hear her. She lifted 
the axe and brought it down hard on Panak’s head: splitting it open 
and killing him instantly. The momentum of the downswing threw 
her off balance; she tottered and fell headlong into the ice filled 
coffin jolting the lid shut. She struggled feebly, but the sedative had 
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now taken hold.
She relaxed and let the soothing waves overwhelm her.

---------------------
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MATES OF ‘58
Peter Street

That outside toilet where mam 
used to traipse our night time 
piss-pots before work

is now redundant  after 
a posh inside one ganged up
with sink and bath 

to take over our spare bedroom

it’s now a short walk to my 
rainy day place I share
with the old toilet bowl 

retired bored does nothing 
except sit there reading strips 
of Bolton Evening News

stringed on that side of the wooden door 

where a paraffin lamp
surrounded by parched strands
of whitewash lights up 

my marble assault course 
with all the cracks  dips 
and holes in those stone flags 

which lifted me and my glass friends 
to marble champion of Blackburn Road 
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MIDWEST IN WONDERLAND (2)
Kayti Doolittle

We continued walking, welcoming the concept of being lost. 
"You know what that spandex makes me think of?"
"That guy you dated that wore silk boxers?" Becca's memory was 
incredible and she was always reminding me of past awkward 
moments.
"Sick, and no. I would like to push that little tidbit down into my 
subconscious, thank you. Actually, It makes me think of that male 
model we had in life drawing class. I think his name was Paco. 
Remember?"
Becca laughed her silent giggle, covering her face with her hands. 
"How could I ever forget that; we had to paint him for two weeks."
“Yeah, he had to wear that blue Speedo because that damn Mormon 
girl didn't want to see his penis."
“Yeah she was saving her eyes for her future husband's you know"
"That Speedo just made it so much worse."
Becca paused. I saw her mind clicking back to the dark studio space 
of the Art Annex in college. "Two words... banana hammock..." We 
both laughed as if we were twelve years old and the teacher had just 
put the sex education video on the TV.
"I need another Chang beer for this." Becca motioned towards 
another alley of clubs with names like Super Pussy.
"Agreed. When in Rome..." When in Rome had become a 
justification for overspending, not sleeping and steady drinking. We 
were only one week into our 3-month long journey. I was beginning 
to understand that part of being a tourist was seeing the strange 
things you couldn't see in Kansas or Missouri, which wasn't very 
difficult to accomplish. (Although I must say the Precious Moments 
Chapel in Missouri is a must see..)
We moved steadily away from the fluorescent alley of men.
'You know some people think the world drops off at Rome," Becca 
smiled. Her face was returning to its creamy porcelain complexion; 
her expression regaining composure from the penis invasion.

*
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Bangkok didn't feel like a foreign land, it felt like I had entered an 
alternate world and Becca and I were about to be tea guests of the 
Mad Hatter. Now a good distance from the alley of fantasies of gay 
men, we had reached the land where straight males could come to 
get their happy endings. In this portion of Patpong, pretty women 
with dark lava hair sat outside of clubs wearing small outfits like 
advertisements that had escaped from the pages of sexy magazines.
Like a lot of American women, I have spent time looking through 
Victoria's Secret catalogues where busty, tan, perfectly proportioned 
women sold lingerie. I always found the catalogue to be a big tease, 
like a fish lured and caught with rubber bait. The brand may be 
promoting sex, their seductive models exuding that essence, but I 
think it is safe to say that no average Joe was going to be bedding 
Giselle. And no average Jane would transform into Tyra Banks, 
increasing her probability for male attention by purchasing a 
complicated overpriced piece of lace. (That piece of lace probably 
being made over here in Southeast Asia..) Funny though, now in 
these streets of Bangkok, looking at these women, I could see they 
were no manufactured rubber bait. The women weren't wearing 
those short skirts to torment and taunt, and they weren't trying to 
sell the skirts either. Those skirts were merely the packaging, for the 
product: their body. They were selling exactly what they were 
promoting. Sex.
"Where you from," The young Thai girl intended it to sound like a 
question, but instead it sounded like the beginning of a sales pitch. 
In the traffic filled street, it seemed the question was directed to 
someone within the male drifting audience.
"She can make for you happy." Another girl beckoned to a man a 
few feet from us. The young girl was smiling, her teeth were fairly 
white and straight, her hair was long and down. There was a pink 
glow cast on the girls from the buildings they stood in front of. Her 
smile made me uncomfortable. A few men stopped. I couldn't tell if 
the men were simply curious or serious customers. In that moment, 
I thought hard about what these men could possibly mean for these 
girls. What if this was like a busted up Cinderella story with these 
young girls waiting for some Farang to fall in love with them and 
take them away to somewhere beyond Bangkok.
Looking at these exotic girls also made me think of Becca's 21st 
birthday in Amsterdam. A group of us from college had visited 
there specifically for Becca's birthday while we were going to 
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school in London. We moved through the red light district of 
Amsterdam passing by bars and sex shops. Women displayed 
themselves in the windows as if they were puppies for sale. The 
women wore neon swimsuits. They stood under black lights making 
the small bright fabric seem ultraviolet and nuclear. Their bodies 
were shiny from oil. A velvety curtain hung behind them to mask 
the "office" or bed. Since I was always curious about what people 
decided was acceptable in their sex life I watched these women like 
a clinical observer. I didn't feel sad seeing them selling their bodies. 
Somehow in my head I justified that at least these women seemed to 
be part of proper organization that could protect them.
Maybe they liked sex. Maybe they liked money. I told myself they 
had chosen this, she was ok with crossing that line, or maybe there 
was not a line there to begin with. And who was I to tell someone 
where to put their line anyways?
Now, being in Bangkok, seeing these women displayed like trinkets 
in a flea market, I speculated what conventions and regulations 
customers, employees, and employers had to abide by, or if there 
was any such thing. As I walked, mouth open, eyes wide, I wanted 
to understand more about these street girls. I couldn't help but be 
captured by the bright lights, cheap booze, and unworldly potential 
situations. And like most other backpackers, I got lost in the story I 
would tell when I got back home of the "crazy" places we had been, 
and the once-in-a-lifetime things we had done. As I began to let my 
mind wander from serious thoughts back to finding the tasty cold 
tang of Chang beer, I let one last thought pass through my head, 
what could not be purchased in Bangkok?
About an hour before midnight, or 23:00 as it read here in Thailand, 
we came across a series of strip-clubs-slash-Go-Go-bars.
"What about Spice Girls?" Becca pointed towards a lit up building 
with women dancing in the windows. I know Becca had started to 
feel what I was feeling, a sense of unease, like we were crawling 
deeper into the smile of the local women.
In school, Becca spent time painting emaciated African children 
using chocolate. I painted girls holding underwear with half eaten 
apple images on them. Because of our unbending imperative to find 
meaning in everything, we often could be painfully serious. 
Looking back now at our joking manner in Bangkok, I think what 
we figured were light, fun attempts to evade facing our up-and-
coming nine-to-five pre-packaged future were ultimately our 
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subconscious unease before a reality far more grim than we could 
possibly have understood at the time.
"Or there is Bada Bing," I nodded to the more modest building 
across the street. The windows were covered from the inside by 
thick curtains so we could not see inside. There was a small front 
door and women kept walking in and out dressed in frilly little 
skirts. The seemly quiet display of the building brought some sort of 
comfort and the name brought me back to a place of potential 
humour.
Becca pulled out her black camera out of her purse to take a quick 
shot. "That name is hilarious, I have got to get a picture of that." 
She stood in the street aligning her camera, her purse protectively 
placed in front of her, people bobbed and weaved around her shot.
This was not the first time I had picked a product solely on its name. 
That was how I always successfully picked nail polish. I'm not 
really a waitress, Mermaid Tears, and my favourite happened to be 
an excessively gothic dark purple called, Have you seen my limo. A 
joint in Southeast Asia that could have been named by Tony 
Soprano was more than worthy of our business.
"Bada Bing it is," I started towards the entrance. We attempted to 
peek through the door; it was the only thing on the outside building 
giving any clue as to what was inside. We moved through the front 
door, curtains tunnelling us into a dim room lit up with pink and 
purple lights. Tall tables surrounded the perimeter of the space. We 
were the only female customers and were placed diagonally from 
the western male patrons. I am not sure if it was paranoia, guilt, or 
the fact that we had been placed in a corner, but I felt like we were 
trespassing. Becca and I briefly glanced at each other. The bright 
lights hitting the shiny skirts redirected our attention to the centre of 
the space. It contained girls scantly clad, wearing small sexy outfits 
that looked like something from a Halloween store. The girls 
danced on a mirror-covered stage, the reflections documenting 
every angle of their bodies.
Back in Missouri, strip clubs on highways were as common as semi 
trucks and religious billboards. With the company I kept, it was 
only a matter of time before I attended such an establishment. On 
St. Patrick's Day, in Kansas City, drunk off cheap green beer, I let 
myself be persuaded into going to a strip club with a handful of 
regular thirty-something drunks rich off daddy's credit cards. My 
sister and I and this eclectic group went to a very monitored club off 
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the highway, where young manicured women of age danced for 
large sums of cash in front of a big movie screen that was playing 
the most important sports game of the day. I sat there drinking a 
Coors Light watching boobs jiggle and basketballs swoosh through 
hoops. The girls varied in shapes and sizes, they all looked clean 
and rested. Because this facility served booze, Missouri laws 
required the girls to wear underwear and pasties. Everything there 
seemed fairly harmless, the girls may have had daddy issues and 
might have been a little high, but they weren't totally nude, and they 
were making more money than some professionals with degrees. In 
fact, some of this work was providing them the money to pay for 
their own degree. Funny thing was, I couldn't tell if the men were 
more interested in the women or the game.
Upon first glimpse, Bada Bing seemed to be another institution that 
was moderately risk-free. Both Bada Bing and the strip club in 
Missouri seemed to function on the same ideals, naked ladies 
making money off displaying their goods, however, I didn't know if 
Bada Bing, had the same, if any, rules and regulations. With that 
being said, the Chang beer was still a cheap price of 75 cents, and 
our curiosity was consuming. Plus we were not about to wander 
down another alley to be groped by young men. The decision to sit 
down in an air-conditioned space and stay for a bit seemed to be an 
easy one.
At the beginning of our trip through Southeast Asia, I had promised 
myself that I would always be open-minded. I knew I would be 
travelling to places unlike anywhere I had been. I promised myself 
that I would never pretend to know the culture of the city or country 
by being there for a few weeks at a time. I surrendered to the fact 
that I could never have solid opinions about any one place or 
experience. But as Becca and I sat there, with each cold gulp of 
beer, I felt my fun, cool, laissez faire attitude mutating into thoughts 
of human bail-out.
These weren't women; they were girls, my age or younger. Their 
bodies looked like they were still growing, their skin flawless, their 
movements oddly innocent. One girl, on the far side of the stage, in 
a plastic blue skirt and plastic metallic bra, kept her arms crossed 
while she danced. They all moved as though they had been wearing 
those heels all day, painfully placing their limbs, making sure not to 
put too much pressure on either foot, their long silky Asian hair 
moving ever so slightly, their small shiny skirts emphasizing their 
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youth. The men's age seemed extreme and highlighted next to the 
dancers. The room smelled like a dozen plastic blow up dolls. I 
suppose to these men, the youth of the girls gave an impression of 
"freshness," although I couldn't help but wonder how "fresh" they 
could be, when they had probably been "dancing" for the last twelve 
hours, spending the occasional break on their knees in one of the 
backrooms of the club.
In Missouri, one of the strippers kept coming up to my sister and 
asking her about her expensive designer handbag. These Thai girls 
didn't speak, they just performed. I felt like I was sitting in a dirty 
magazine that had come to life. It was full of movement and action, 
but missing sound. The lack of conversation could have been a 
language barrier or a cultural difference. Or maybe their job held a 
different level of urgency. I thought it was probably all of the 
above.
"I wonder if that guy has a hard-on from watching this." I turned my 
face away from the girls to examine the western viewers. Becca 
knew me better than anyone. She knew after a few drinks I would 
fight with any stranger over the definition of genocide or any human 
issue. To protect our light-hearted fun night, Becca looked as if she 
were about to pull out the mom finger.
"How about another beer?" she said to distract me. She motioned to 
our waitress.
"Two large Chang beers, please," I placed our money down on the 
table.
"Khob-kan." We said almost in unison to the round Thai waitress. 
She said nothing only nodded and went back to serving the men.
"Man I think she is hating having two girls in here. We're not 
buying any of the product and were taking up space."
I stared at the entertainers knowing that every purchase in Bangkok 
seemed to have some sort of "surprise." I imagined country boys 
from Ozark, Missouri wearing their John Deere ball caps coming 
into Bangkok thinking they had just won the lottery with these 
available pretty Asian girls.
"Do you think that girl in the right corner of the stage is a lady 
boy?" I subtly gestured in the direction with the top of my head.
"Man I don't know..."
'You look first, we both can't stare at the same time," I said all of 
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sudden feeling like an overly curious little child. Becca glanced as 
casually as she could, but she had this problem; whether it was 
words or actions, she could never escape being honest.
"Hard to tell..." Becca squinted as the dancer made eye contact. The 
lady boy licked her lips. I thought I was going to spit the golden 
beer all over our table. Becca's response reminded me of her first 
sighting of a vibrating cock ring. Her complexion turned red for a 
second time, she touched her face, covering her eyes, and her smile. 
She did that when she got embarrassed. "Better not stare anymore. I 
feel like the Mormon girl in painting class." I held my hand over my 
mouth.
I always thought it would be more obvious to identify a lady boy. 
But something about how the people of Thailand were composed 
left room for sexual ambiguity. So I looked for the obvious signs, 
fake boobs, an Adam’s apple, or a masculine face. But tonight, in 
this dim club nothing was obvious.
"Can you imagine some country boys here accidentally hitting on 
some lady-boys?" We sniggered.
"That would be some shocker."
'Yeah she is definitely a lady boy, look at her hands. They are 
massive in comparison to the other girls." I sat peering out over my 
beer and thinking of church-going, squirrel-hunting, corn-fed Ozark 
boys in mid-sexual act, taking off the lady-boy panties, only to find 
an additional attachment.
"Ping pong show?"
Becca nodded. We drank the rest of our beers rinsing down any 
caution that had floated to the surface.
Back in the glowing pink street, there were men on every corner 
holding small plastic cards with a list of sex shows and their typical 
pricing: the cigarette smoking show, candle extinguishing show, 
razor show, and of course there was the live sex show that the 
customer is welcome to participate in. Becca and I decided we'd 
stick to ping-pongs. Our ping-pong salesman was small, no taller 
than either of us. His face was narrow and wrinkled from sun 
exposure. He wore a blue and white striped polo shirt and a blue 
baseball cap that cast a shadow over his face. This particular ping-
pong pimp had given us the best deal yet. He said all we needed to 
do was buy drinks. There was no entry fee. With the few funds we 
had left from being aboard over this past year, we accepted the 
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offer. He quickly moved us through crowds back into an alley away 
from the buzz of the night market, up some creaky stairs of a 
building with no name, or sign, into a dark room. He motioned to 
the clothed women sitting at a table in the front. They must have 
been managers. We followed his blue cap to a small table on the 
other side of the stage away from the rest of the audience. By the 
time we were sitting down he had darted back into the street to 
continue his promotions.
Once again we were the only female customers in the small bar, and 
once again we were segregated from the men. We watched the 
"managers" walking around handing out red and blue ping-pong 
paddles to them on the other side of the stage.
"I guess we don't get paddles..." Becca said watching the woman 
with the paddles disappear.
"I didn't think this show had props." The men held the paddles, 
swinging as if they were about to hit a ball.
The bar was dark with one focal point, the round stage. The stage 
was old and lacked the glitz of the strip club we'd just been in. And 
the girls lacked the packaging of cutesy shimmery skirts. These girls 
wore black G-strings that looked stretched from constant removal. 
Four poles stood at the perimeter of the circular platform. The girls 
danced topless by these dark poles. Well, I suppose you could call it 
dancing, but it looked more like laboured disinterested swaying. A 
small grouping of semi-circle tall tables enclosed them. Becca and I 
sat drinking Chang beer and observing. I found myself unable to 
stop watching the western men surrounding the show on the other 
side of the stage.
They were all tall, round, and bald or balding. One man looked 
giddy like a little girl that was about to be given soda. I watched the 
men watch the women, their eyes intent, their stare all-consuming 
and justified based on the money in their pockets. Their eyes were 
fixated on the performers, their gaze unabashed, offering no 
apologies.
Meanwhile, the four girls rocking back and forth at the poles left the 
stage. For the entrance of the young ping-pong girl there was no 
music, or change in lighting; the whole thing seemed really 
informal, like we had rented an x-rated stripper to come to a 
basement party. The girl faced us and slid her panties off like she 
would at home when no one was watching. There was no slowly 
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pulling down of her thong to tease. Her face was slightly round and 
full with youth, her eyes directed to the floor of the stage. For a 
brief second she looked up at us. She smiled slightly, the tips of her 
full lips curving upward. She turned to the side of the stage to 
gather ping-pong balls. With a handful of balls, the girl turned 
completely towards the men. She sat down on the stage and started 
loading up her vagina, as if it were a nerf gun. This process didn't 
even take a full minute. Right here, briefly say what you feel or 
do—one short event or fleeting thought. Once she was full of white 
round balls she pushed up into the awkward stance I would have 
taken as a child doing the crab walk. I wondered if she was still 
smiling.
The young lady pointed her vagina at the eager men, her belly up, 
positioned towards the ceiling, her weight resting on her bent arms 
and legs. Her body was completely naked, hairless, her childlike 
frame cloaked in dim lights. The men were keenly holding onto 
their paddles. The show had begun, and like a game with all the 
pieces coming to life, the girl shot one after another out and the men 
raised their paddles hitting the balls all over the place. One of the 
western men kept trying to hit them over at us. Becca and I dodged 
as pussy-juice covered balls passed by our shocked faces.
"Are you kidding me," Becca shot the man a sharp look.
"Someone needs to tell them were not part of the act." Instantly, I 
had a rush of reality; we were all part of the act. We sunk back 
further into our chairs.
An older woman, probably a retired ping pong performer, walked 
around picking up the ping-pong balls to be recycled and reused for 
the next round of shots. I was not sure what was more upsetting, 
men hitting the balls with paddles, a woman picking them up with 
bare hands, or those unwashed balls that were just on the ground 
being shoved back into the young girl's vagina.
After the ping-pong show, a rotation of girls continued a whole slew 
of acts. One girl pulled a string of razors out of her vagina. Another 
girl held a felt tip marker with their vagina, controlling it to write 
her name. Later, the same girl also hovered over a small cake 
blowing out birthday candles through a straw.
Becca and I very rarely were silent, but as we watched these girls 
we said nothing at all. We sat and I wondered, is this really what 
gets men going? Humiliation as a sexual stimulant, really?
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I walked to the bathroom to answer nature's call. The facility wasn't 
that grimy considering what we had experienced thus far with 
public transportation and restrooms. Coming from a country where 
everything is over sterilized it had taken a while to get used to the 
difference. Restrooms in sections of Thailand with the primary 
purpose of partying were rooms that may or may not be attached to 
the business, rooms with no light, rooms that were sopping wet with 
urine and water and contained only a hole for human waste. These 
holes had no flush, instead they had large scoop used to get water 
out of a bucket. This water was then poured over the hole as a 
manual flush.  However, in guesthouses, or restaurants some of the 
Eastern toilets were porcelain and quite clean. They would use 
water-spraying hoses instead of toilet paper. Sometimes I wondered 
if this option was more sanitary than our western Charmin.
Fortunately my porcelain preference, the western toilet, was present 
at this place, which was nice. And for the first time in our trip to 
Southeast Asia I preferred to hang out in the bathroom for a while.
When I returned to our table I noticed Becca's terminator eye had 
subsided, now both of her eyes were huge, the same size, and wary. 
"Um, some naked lady just sat next to me, well practically on top of 
me, and asked me where I was from. I am not sure if she was 
propositioning me or what. She brought over these blue drinks. I 
told her we didn't want them." I looked at the two murky blue drinks 
on the edge of the table. "She asked me where I was from. Then I 
didn't know what to talk to her about, and you were gone, so I asked 
how she started working here. I was curious!" Becca paused, 
protecting her question; I could see her mind hanging on the words 
of the recent dialogue.
"And her response was..."
'"Just lucky I suppose.'" I looked at Becca, her heart weighing on 
her confused smile. Neither of us knew whether the girl had been 
serious or not, but either way the answer was troubling. Later after 
research I found that this was the standard answer for a prospective 
John. But was this ping-pong girl lucky? Were there actually worse 
jobs, lower acts of exploitation that we had not seen?
"Where did she go?"
"When you came back out she got up and left." Right as Becca 
finished her sentence a clothed woman shoved over a glass with our 
bill in it.
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"Ok, I think this means time's up."
"Fine by me. " Becca stood up. I took a big sip of the last of my 
Chang beer, while I glanced at what should have been a bill for 
$4.00. 
"Becca, this is for thirty bucks." I was starting to realize that maybe 
we were about to pay an exit fee.
It wasn't the fact that these women weren't worth $30. It was the 
fact that from the minute we set foot in Bangkok every transaction 
had fine print that was not visible. Cab meters were rigged to start 
going up quickly - if they had a meter at all. Tuk-Tuk drivers 
wanted to take you to their uncle, brother's and cousin's jewellery 
stores before they took you to your actual destination. And tonight, 
staring at the ticket, I was starting to feel like we were about to be 
taken on a trip to the jewellery store. I was getting a sinking feeling 
that we would be lucky if all we had to pay was $30. As we 
approached the cashier, I couldn't help but wonder how much of this 
money the girls on stage would receive.
We walked up to the manager, prepared to pay.
"I think you may have this wrong," I spoke slowly. "We only had 
one beer each. The man that brought us here said we just needed to 
pay for drinks." I placed the bill in front of the ladies and pointed at 
the inflated price. The curvy woman grabbed the bill, and marked 
X2 next to the initial price.
'You pay." She demanded.
"The man said...” Becca started to say. And the women furiously 
wrote X2 two more times.
'You watch you pay."
"I am not sure you understand," I said thinking maybe this would 
make a difference. It only amounted to yet another series of pencil 
scratched X2.I watched our bill reach $240 American dollars.
Thailand was a place where you could live as a tourist off less than 
$25 a day. Becca and I were staying in a guesthouse for $4 a night. I 
had, in a week, gotten a pretty good sense of the value of a dollar 
here. Meanwhile, I stood there in shock, worried that any sudden 
move or comment would bring further zeros.
The round women moved from behind the table and got directly in 
my face, well pretty close to my face. I stand at 5'3" and about 105 
pounds. For American standards I would be considered petite. Here 
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in Asia I was a voluptuous giant. “You pay or we call the Mafia," 
the woman demanded, her purple coloured contacts glowing in the 
light. Her hair was jet black and lustrous like crow feathers.
I have always been a lover, not a fighter. And in times of high stress 
I have been the voice of reason, the negotiator, but in that moment I 
wanted to fight back. On behalf of the women on her stage, I 
wanted to fight her and steal her money and give it to them. I 
wanted to take these women somewhere other than here. I wanted to 
get upon that stage and snuff out the candles before the women 
could perform that act. I wanted to put the ping-pong workers in the 
audience so the ladies could be entertained for once. I wanted to 
strip those men down and shove ping-pong balls in the cavities of 
their bodies and beat them with paddles screaming, how does it 
fucking feel. You like that? Does that turn you on? You like having 
balls jammed into the orifices of your body? Now perform, you 
piece of shit!
"Call the fucking mafia," I said as Becca looked at me in total 
shock.
"You heard me", I screamed, "call the fucking mafia and I'll go talk 
to the police." I was bluffing. I knew the cops wouldn't care. 
Chances are they would be making money off this too.
Furthermore, I knew the hypocrisy of all of it. Had Becca and I not 
been feeding this phenomenon? What should we have expected? 
Had we not agreed to pay little to no money to see young females 
imitate a piece of equipment? Were we not just as guilty as the 
men? We had come because we had wanted to see. If there was no 
demand for debauchery, would it exist?
As I stood in my showdown, Becca went into emergency mode; she 
ceased negotiating, and turned to the cashier, handing her wads of 
Thai baht. Becca grabbed my arm, pulling me from the woman with 
the glow-in-the-dark eyes that was now "calling the mafia." Her 
pink phone, resembling a phone I had carried when I was 16, was 
pressed against her ear. We ran, our sandals sticking to the bar floor, 
then flicking back up violently, down the uneven steps, falling out 
of the rabbit hole, bounding out of the alley, into the bright busy 
night market full of westerners.
It was 1:00 a.m. Locals selling trinkets still sat by their collections 
of stuff fighting to keep their eyes open as people buzzed around 
them. The native sellers didn't want to lose an opportunity to make 
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money off bracelets or 711 tank tops. A woman that looked to be 
my grandmother's age rolled pounds of fruit in a metal cart around 
the street. Holding each other saying mafia between each breath, we 
struggled to regain composure. Blind people stumbled along with 
young children as bait, begging. People with no limbs sat on little 
pallets asking for money. Obvious Lady boys with perfectly round 
breasts filling out crop tops loudly propositioned people who stared 
too long.
In shock I watched a five year-old little girl weave through the 
masses of drunk strangers. She wore a dress that seemed to have 
been white at one time. Her dark hair was pulled back in a limp 
ponytail. Her slim limbs embraced a heap of red roses as big as her. 
She was so small she looked as though someone should still be 
carrying her around. I wondered if the roses were heavy for her, 
how long she had been holding them, where here parents were, and 
mostly WHY. The little girl would extend her hand; clutching a 
long stem red rose attempting to sell it to passersby. Every once in a 
while I could see her saying something, but I couldn't hear her 
words. Most of the time people shook their heads and continued 
down the street. With each decline, she would retreat further and 
further down the street looking for other potential customers. I 
watched as she disappeared into the masses.
I couldn't help but wonder; what would I do for a dollar? In a 
moment of need, what would I be capable of?
The air smelled of fried bugs, dirty water, and stale human sweat. 
All of a sudden I wished I would have just eaten the grasshopper.
Later haunted by the little girl in the street, I read an article from the 
Denver Post about a little boy in Patpong selling roses.
"On a recent night in Soi Cowboy district, several street children 
wandered among the gawkers and tourists, selling flowers and gum. 
One 10-year-old boy stopped an American in the street and pleaded 
for him to buy a flower. Then he offered something else- oral sex 
for 20 baht, or about 50 cents. While waiting for an answer, the boy 
rolled his tongue at the foreigner. "
Would this girl be subject to the same fate? What if no one bought 
her flowers? As soon as she was red and ripe would she not be 
propositioned into the sex industry? Would her career options 
advance from roses to ping-pong balls?
One of the first words these children learn is Farang.
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THE KITCHEN OF EMOTIONS
Jack Smylie Wild

Scene 1 In the restaurant
Sorry, I think there must've been a mix-up. I don't remember 
ordering Sadness.
But my dear Sir, Sadness is all we are making on the lunch menu 
today.
But it really doesn't agree with me. Is there nothing else the chef can 
rustle up?
I will just go and check. One moment please.
He says he's only got limited ingredients today Sir. But I am happy 
to say that he did find a B and an M in the fridge. Still very fresh.
So, what can I have instead?
It means that you can either have a portion of Badness or Madness.
Oh, I see. Well that wasn't quite what I had in mind to be perfectly 
honest. Can't I just have some Ness by itself, without the Bad or the 
Mad?
I will have to ask Chef. Two seconds.
Yes, he says that will be fine. It won't be long.
Right then. Here we are. One portion of Ness for Sir. How's that?
It just looks like a bowl of water.
Good. That is how it always looks. Try it.
It tastes of nothing. It's totally bland.
Yes, well, we are not usually serving Ness all on its own.
What's it for then?
Chef uses it to turn our adjectival ingredients into noun-meals. It 
makes them more concrete; gives them more substance and 
character. But by itself, yes, it is rather plain.
Well, I need something to keep me going. Bring me some Badness 
please. And take this...this 'suffix soup' away with you, will you.
Very well… Badness, Sir. Voila.
Thank you.
Is it to your liking Sir?
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Bugger off. It's bloody awful, but better than Ness. At least it fills 
the hole.
Of course.
Have you finished Sir?
Yes, and I'm feeling very bad. I feel like a criminal. I feel guilty and 
wrong. And I like it.
Oh Sir, I am so pleased. I will tell Chef. He will be over the moon, I 
am sure. Sir, where are you going? Please, Sir. There is a Madness 
Pie for pudding. And you have not paid. Sir! Pay for your Badness!
Fuck off!

Scene II In the kitchen 
Oh Chef, your Badness is too good. Another customer left without 
paying. I think perhaps you are putting too much Ness in it. If we 
were to keep the dishes more abstract and vague, maybe they would 
pay?
That's a good point Marcel. I will put less Ness in the lunches. 
Lessness? You mean you will make them smaller? 
No, no. I will not put much Ness in the food from now on. 
Muchness? I thought we didn't have any Much left.
Listen, Marcel. Maybe we should go back to doing non-emotional 
and non-grammatical cuisine. You know, like it was back in the 
day: the traditional gustatory experience of tastes and textures. Yeah 
it was good at first, when we still had kilos of Bliss, Peace and 
Truth. This place was the hottest place to dine; the funnest place to 
cook in too. But now... now we've just got all the dark stuff left, and 
it's making things difficult for us, isn't it?
I don't know Chef. What you say makes sense, but it is not the 
whole story. People are still riding the wave, cruising the crest so to 
speak. But every wave of euphoria breaks, you know, even the 
tsunamis we were sending people out on from here a few weeks 
back. And what happens when the ocean lulls, and all is quiet? They 
don't like nothing. They don't like Ness: they don't like nothingness. 
They need contrast - it's what gives meaning to the highs and the 
lows. Because, after all, there can be no high without a low, and no 
low without a high. They implicate and necessitate one another, like 
two sides of one coin. You wait, give it two more days and this 
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place will be swarming with people in need of a fix on the Dark. 
Sure it is difficult for us now, but by the same token this difficulty is 
that which makes the ease of lighter days seem so worthwhile, no?
You're right, you're right. After all, you are the one with the 
Filosophy of Phood degree.
Hey, you know what?! I've still got a few grams of Peace left! Are 
you hungry?
Yes, I am. But please cook it with an A and not an I this time. That 
woman was infuriated when you got them mixed up a couple of 
weeks ago. "One Piece!", she was shouting, "What is this? Nouvelle 
cuisine?" And with a temper like that, I can see why she ordered 
some Peace in the first place, and lost the plot so badly when I 
arrived with nothing more than a Piece.
Hey, Marcel, you're the one who takes the orders. I just make what I 
read on the slip:
Fair play. You're right. But thinking of that woman getting the 
opposite of what she ordered, in a way, this gives me an idea. Why 
don't we start serving a Karma Korma, which is really only made 
from Ness?! That way their own expectations of, and reactions to, 
something which has no flavour of its own will make them taste 
themselves: the Isness of their being:
Sounds good for GoodNess, but not good for BusiNess:
Hey, you never know - all these new age hippies are after a taste of 
The Self these days, and what better than a little bowl of their own 
medicines
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‘DOWN’ HOUSE.
Dave Birtwistle

Charles was walking slowly up the garden path kicking rounded 
pebbles with his handmade boots. He was wearing a flamboyant 
chestnut coloured jacket with wide lapels under which he had a fob 
watch and a cravat tucked into a blue silk westkit. The lapels 
flapped slightly in the breeze. In fact he was meandering up and 
down what the family called the sand path at his London home. He 
called it his thinking path. It was a winding, gravel drive between 
two lines of oak trees. The motion of walking helped him digest and 
reconfigure ideas inside the mind encased in that famous dome of a 
head. Every time he completed a circuit he kicked a stone into a pile 
so that eventually he would know how many circuits he had 
completed without the act of counting interrupting that part of the 
brain which was at work. He would exercise another part of his 
brain in his armchair in the library and do an altogether different 
kind of thinking in his greenhouse.
The Darwin home, Down House, was a very comfortable three 
storey extended building looking rather like a taller version of the 
splendid Fletcher Moss Parsonage, particularly as it was 
surrounded by an extensive high-walled garden. The local area in 
those days before encroachment, was not London as it is now but a 
small, quiet Kentish village. The frontage of the house had three 
tiers of five windows each set into a large angled bay. In front of the 
trees was an extensive kitchen garden where Charles and his 
gardener took great care with a rotation plan of vegetables destined 
for the family table. There was also a plot that was empty at this 
time of the year and it was left so specifically for experimentation. 
To the side of the house, overlooking the garden was the long, 
heated greenhouse. It was his custom, when he had kicked twenty 
stones, or if it suddenly rained, to head straight for it.
 As he opened the door the warmth melted into him and he hung up 
his jacket on one of the brass coat hooks. He walked down the aisle 
between the fruit beds and the long potting trestle with the forced 
daffodils he’d been dissecting and into the orchid room. He checked 
the flowers cursorily and all seemed to be well. He went through the 
section with the heating controls and tools and into a small space at 
the back. Here was a desk, an old leather chair, a small cupboard 
and a rack of shelves. It smelled of dry earthiness and faintly of 
sugar-cane. On the desktop was a glass flask with a cork set there 
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specially by cook half an hour into his walk. He’d told her that after 
his constitutional, a glass of hot water was good for his palpitations. 
He opened the bottom drawer and withdrew a glass and a green 
bottle. What he didn’t tell cook was that, better than anything on 
offer in the temperance bar, a good stiff Benny and Hot put new life 
into his bones and warmed the cockles of his heart. He sighed 
deeply and sank into his seat.
After a few minutes his mind entered upon a different plane. He 
rose gently in his shirt sleeves and went back to the daffodil. On the 
way he tapped the barometer and checked the thermometer. The 
flower had been laid out on a board sliced into a clean cross-section. 
It was as easy to read as a simple diagram. The male cells, the 
pollen, were located at the end of the stamen and the eggs in their 
casing, the ovary. He knew that the pollen and the eggs were not 
usually ripe at the same time in the same flower. In order for 
pollination to take place the pollen must be carried from one flower 
to another. Now why was this so? How had this come about? His 
great mind had no complete scientific answer and so he was easing 
into the intuitive mode and he filed the question away.
Back in the orchid room he undid his cravat and helped himself to a 
slice of the jujube lotus root he kept in a copper snuff box. He 
experienced a momentary flash of clarity. He picked up a plant and 
looked closely at the thickened end of the stem where it formed a 
pseudo-bulb. This section contained enough water and nutrients to 
see it through drier periods. As he looked he could see clearly how 
the root shape itself gave rise to its name – orchis. It was Greek for 
‘testicle’. He understood now why its common name had been 
‘bollockwort’. What he didn’t fully understand was exactly how the 
root tuber had adapted itself to enable it to survive difficult 
conditions. He understood parts of the puzzle but as yet he hadn’t 
got a clear overview, a fully unified theory. The questions were 
how? and why? He’d experimented with plants here and in his own 
garden. By cross breeding one plant with another he’d seen his 
onions thrive until they sat like those granite spheres on the 
gateposts at Buckingham Palace. The fertilisation mechanism and 
the health of the plant were keys but he felt he’d done enough 
logical thinking for one day. He went back to his den at the back of 
the building and closed the door behind him.
Once inside his ‘Boys Own Shed’ as he liked to think of it he sat 
down and waited for phase three to kick in. It usually took some 
time. He needed to relax his mind completely. He needed to unwind 
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enough that he might make deep connections in a flash of intuition. 
Ideas still floated along the periphery of his subconscious…… 
“natural selection….the struggle for life…...those best suited to the 
environment…..most likely to survive and breed…..pass on 
favourable characteristics.”  He was nearly there but his mind still 
wasn’t free of words. His thoughts went back to his childhood. 
After the death of his mother when he was eight he was sent to the 
local school at Shrewsbury as a boarder. It was here that he first 
began to ponder the purpose of earthworms and here too where he 
began upon his lifelong collection of old nails. As if in a trance he 
downed another Benny and hot and walked over to his bench.
Whilst other boys were fascinated by the pyramids and the pharaohs 
and the rituals of death and burial he discovered that early Egyptian 
bronze nails had been used as far back as 3,400BC. It blew his 
mind. He now felt that immersing himself in the world he found as 
a boy could very well blow his mind again and set him up for some 
profound insightfulness. He remembered with awe the crucifixion 
of Christ and how the Romans used to sell nails for a small coin, 
what we would call a penny, and that our old coins were indicated 
with a ‘d’ as in 3d or 6d meaning ‘pence’ and that this came from 
that Roman coin the ‘denarius’. He felt under his bench for his 
biscuit tins and his copper snuff box. Here he kept his beloved 
collection of pre-1800 hand-wrought nails.
He opened the first tin and tipped the contents onto the bench top. 
Some were rusty and some were bent but they were all type A cut-
nails consisting of a tapering metal spike with a rounded top. The 
blacksmith made them from square iron rods. The earliest ones had 
burrs on the diagonally opposite edges. He loved the shape and the 
feel of them.
He slackened the jaws of his vice and pulled over an iron plate. 
Taking a bent nail between his fingers he tapped it carefully with 
his hammer and turned it as he did so. The metal began 
straightening out and the tapping and dull clunk started to soothe 
him. He’d asked the gardener to keep his eye out whenever he 
strode about the village and if work was going on in the cottages or 
barns, to look out for floorboards and joists and extract the nails for 
him. For that purpose the gardener always made it his business to 
carry with him a heavy crowbar and a claw hammer. He’d brought 
back a fine collection of Georgian artefacts – large headed nails, 
butterfly heads, tacks, brads, Shrewsbury clouts and one splendid 
example of a Yorkshire whacker. After an hour of nail straightening 
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he felt utterly refreshed, his mind empty of everything except the 
soft, rhythmic, metallic thunk and the sniff of iron filings on his 
skin.
Automatically now, he sat down and reached for the old applewood 
tobacco jar and he lit one of his special cigarettes. He poured what 
looked like cold water from what looked like a clear medicine bottle 
and downed it in one. It was 140% proof pure Caribbean rum. He’d 
brought back a few crates from his trip on the Beagle. It helped him 
give the ‘down’ in Down House an extra layer of meaning. At 
moments like this it did him the world of good.
Then from his first-aid box he took a bottle of Dr Gruff’s Patent 
Children’s Gripe Water and laced it into the rum as you would a 
tonic into a gin. The tummy upset and teething mixture was mostly 
straight uncoloured brandy and sent a child to sleep in fifteen 
seconds. Parents swore by it. So did Charles.
A sudden, translucent shaft of clarity entered his thinking.  The 
Non-Thinking, as he liked to call it, gave way to an inner halo of 
light, a sense of gentle, calm inspiration. He felt refreshed and 
ready. Ideas began to form. He tuned in, turned on and …..there was 
something else……Then, awed by the diversity of life….. “the 
principle of natural selection….the struggle for survival….the 
passing on of the most favourable characteristics….was this a 
divine design with adaptation being God himself acting through the 
laws of nature? Or dare he, himself, interfere in this plan?” He felt 
for his crate of Dutton’s ‘O Be Joyful’ and cracked the top off one. 
He felt something coming on. He began to feel giddy - It wasn’t his 
palpitations this time. It was a refined instinct, a sixth sense, a 
revelation. ‘What if the unified theory involved….?’ His brain 
clicked and a light went on.  He needed to demonstrate a process 
that normally takes ages in extra rapid time. Something fragile and 
something to go with it as a great survivor. “I must take something 
inherently useful but susceptible to weakness and disease and give it 
the properties of something tough and robust……….To combine 
the rugged with the productive and the delectable. What would 
happen if I were to cross a Common Dock weed with a Horse 
Radish and a Brussels sprout?”
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THE FESTIVAL OF THE OPPRESSED
Stefan Jaruzelski

Eric, my apprentice, is informed by his blackcurrant, of an event to 
take place in Manchester  It will be the festival of the oppressed. 
Traders in the centre, alarmed at the dearth of profligate punters, 
will open their doors and hope poor folk flood back to re-energise 
their rampant commodity fetishism. Shops will stay open late, all 
night even, and stuff will cost nothing – there won’t even be any 
assistants mithering you with options or offers of a storecard. 
Mostly it will be establishments like tobacconists, off-licences, 
frock shops, footware and gadgets. I am greatly encouraged by this 
Keynesian development and seem to remember my Uncle 
Wojciech, who ran Poland, thinking of something similar – the idea 
faded when he realised you first had to have shops with something 
in them.

Neither Eric nor I need frocks, trainers, booze or fags so the initial 
excitement began to pall. Then Eric opines that Waterstones, the 
vast bookshop on Deansgate, will also participate. My experiences 
in this emporium have degraded considerably since the early days 
when assistants were half literate. Now stock is quite mundane with 
many novels entitled “3 for 2” cluttering up bookshelves and tables. 
Why so many copies of this trash? But Eric says there is a secret 
room, not normally open, full of Pléiades. I am enthused once more 
and the prospect of picking up the expanded A la recherche du 
temps perdu in four vols presented by Tadié causes my todger to 
heat and swell. Eric finds this passion quite crazy and says why 
would any fucker want more of that tedious, faggoty old fart Proust 
when the earlier three vol edition by Clarac and Ferré was far too 
long. When I lend Eric the English translation he fell asleep on page 
2. Eric prefers graphic novels and has vast stocks showing 
voluptuous ladies in skimpy frocks being ravished by barbarians 
and donkeys. He’d like to renew some whose pages have got stuck 
together.

Eric recalls that I once repaired Waterstones’ sprinkler system and 
that I know my way round the place. He suggests I enter first and 
switch off sprinklers, burglar alarm and CCTV network since these 
would be a distraction from our intensive search for Pléiades. Also, 
says Eric, you must wear Polski Plumbo boilersuit and balaclava. 
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Eric has already balaclavas from organisers of festival and says this 
is essential if I am not to get my hair dirty in Waterstones’ ceiling 
crawl spaces. He will wear one too in case of falling asbestos dust. 

We set off on evening of festival. In King street much noise as 
excited shoppers break windows and bend grilles. The Diesel frock 
shop is gutted and swarming with girls and boys who rush out 
shouting loudly with armfuls of clothes. Perhaps they renewing 
their wardrobes prior to a holiday abroad I say to Eric. But we 
intellectuals are not detained by these “marchandises chétifs” to use 
Robespierre’s lofty designation. We press on to Deansgate. 
Strangely the book emporium is deserted but the entrance grille is 
twisted open wide enough for us to enter. I attend to my tasks and 
then join Eric on the History, Languages and Poetry floor. All lights 
are now switched on and Eric, rummaging behind the coffee bar, 
comes across an array of bottles standing on a poster of the 
distinguished lady pisshead Jancis Robinson. She had done a 
signing the week before. Eric emerges with a bottle of Chilean 
merlot but I say Jancis would never drink such shite, there must be 
something better back there. My own inspection reveals a Lafite 
Rothschild 1990 which I open. We are, however, unable to find the 
secret Pléiade room and I settle for a gander at the existing French 
section. I big fan of French lit after working in Lord Jagger’s 
chateau in Loire valley (see Penisless Press issues 23 & 25 – Ed) 
and consider this my second language – far more elegant than the 
brutal yawps of the English which we hear faintly from the street.

A policeman with large dog comes up the stairs. He looks shocked 
and frightened but Eric assures him we work for the council. Eric 
points at the labels on my Polski Plumbo toolbox and boilersuit. We 
are protecting bookshop infrastructure and checking that stock is not 
being damaged. The cop is relieved. He says it is scary outside – too 
dangerous for him – and also dog is nervous and prone to anxiety 
attacks. We pour him a Lafite and sit on armchairs provided. In 
daytime these would be occupied by scrofulous old dossers leafing 
through Nudes in Colour or Wines of Australia. He is dog handler 
Constable Bernard Bloggs-Bouilhet – half French which perhaps 
explains his poltroonery. His mother worked in bordel Rouennais 
and married visiting English detective. He is bilingual. His great 
grandmother once sucked Flaubert’s dick. He great admirer of the 
master of Croisset. I bring paperback translation of Madame Bovary 
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from shelves. He flips quickly to section three and hoots 
immoderately. The translator, professor Wall, has used the corrupt 
edition which has sa chair allégée ne pensait plus - Her lightened 
flesh could no longer think. An obvious idiocy.  I recall an article on 
this topic in the Penisless Press by esteemed editor Dent. In fact, I 
add, my own essays on French lit and culture have also appeared in 
this august organ which is now, unfortunately, defunct. I ask if he 
has many French classics at home but it seems not. He lives alone in 
small flat with dog (such bestial cohabitation is encouraged by 
police) and has only a few works by JR Ackerley on his shelf. He 
did once own a Pléiade – Vol 5 of the Memoires of Saint-Simon but 
dog ate it. He is very keen to possess latest Pléiade of Thomas de 
Quincey. This author was obligatory reading when he was with the 
narcos but English editions are rare and fragmentary whereas new 
Pléiade has 1888 pages. He pronounces de Quincey “top 
smackhead”. Eric explains festival of the oppressed and its 
Keynesian rationale whereupon Bernard takes many vols off French 
shelves and puts them in a Waterstones’ bag. The dog begins to 
whine loudly as sounds of anarchic violence come from street. 
Cocking his leg he urinates on a stack of poetry volumes by the 
laureate Carol Ann Duffy. We applaud dog’s critical acumen.

Another policeman enters. He wears crash helmet, holds shield and 
has 200 pack of Marlboroughs sticking out of his pocket. Bernard 
explains he is protecting vital council workers and making sure dog 
is not harmed. We pour newcomer a Lafite which he pronounces 
shite and asks if there’s any Jacob’s Creek. Seeing me looking at the 
Marlboroughs he says “Evidence – exhibit A” The noise downstairs 
gets suddenly louder. We descend to find several cops manhandling 
three drunken girls slouched on a couch swigging from a bottle of 
vodka. “Fuckin slags!” shouts one constable. “Thievin cunts!” 
shouts another. They drag the girls upright with many blows, 
unnecessary rips to clothing and exposures of knickers. Loud 
squeals of “fuckin fed fuckpigs!” and “We only nipped in for a 
quiet read!” accompany their transition to a van outside. Bernard’s 
dog runs whimpering under a table and vomits a disgusting bolus of 
half digested paper which we recognise as professor Wall’s faulty 
translation. “A pity GF couldn’t be here to see it” says Bernard. Eric 
and I make our way back up Market Street via St Anne’s Square. 
Eric wonders if perhaps we can briefly dodge into the Exchange 
Theatre Booking Office to see if there’s any spare tickets “lying 
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around”. I think not since I know that it won’t be Molière or Racine 
– more likely that fussy old tosspot Noel Coward. I add that, on the 
whole, I am much disappointed by the festival. Eric agrees. He has 
managed to acquire a few graphic novels and when I look in his bag 
back home I discover a bottle of La Tache 1985 signed by Jancis. 
We drink this before retiring while I read aloud a few pages of 
Pastiches et mélanges – the Clarac edition. “For a long time I used 
to go to bed early” says Eric, “but not tonight”.

------------------------
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MRS. GAINES
Ken Champion

It was a book launch - his working class roots writhing at that last 
word, filling him with images of Home Counties public school 
complacency, pseudo-intellectualism, and the taken-for-granted 
expectational norms of childhoods so different from his own. It was 
on the second floor of a pub in the West End. He was purposely 
late. In a long, narrow room with coloured, leaded glass windows 
and a bar were fifty people: a malice of poets, a swirl of grey haired 
men, asexual Germaine Greer and Anne Bancroft look-alikes - 
Oxbridge and casually slumming - and all rather expensively 
dressed.
James Kent had come to see Jilly Bates, an old friend who he hadn’t 
seen since they’d both read their poetry at an extra-mural event at 
the L.S.E .two years previously. She reminded him of a page boy at 
the court of one of the Henry’s, with her bulging bob of black hair 
and neatly cut fringe. She had wide hips and was standing, jeaned 
legs apart, at right angles to the bar with an almost beatific smile 
from her large teeth. She was a lawyer and as she saw him they both 
said, as if orchestrated,  
‘Scientists use lawyers instead of rats now; ‘cos you can get too 
close to rats and there’s some things even rats won’t do.’
She laughed, gave his cheek a kiss and then turned to someone who 
shouted ‘Jilly!’ and who gave her a crushing hug. The recipient 
raised an eyebrow at James, signalling, he assumed, that she 
wouldn’t be spending much time with him this evening, further 
confirmed when a long-haired man with a Welsh lilt said hello to 
her and to whom she turned with that grin. 
Someone, one of the support poets he guessed, started reading. He 
heard ‘fecund land,’ a line later, ‘soul,’ then an adjectival glut and 
some neo-surrealist poetry dwelling in its own arse. Jilly had 
disappeared inside a huddle of pearls and Chanel; but he could 
email her tomorrow.
Half way down the stairs was a toilet: a mixture of urine stench, 
turbo jet drier and, from a speaker embedded in the ceiling over a 
cubicle, the quiet, slow, insistent:
‘Say, English, Ingles, Say, do you understand? Entiendes? Say, you 
do not understand. No intiendo.  Say, do you speak Spanish? Hable 
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Espaniol?’  
It was mesmeric, its seeming randomness fascinating him, soothing 
the bludgeoning, self conscious erudition of the poetry a few 
moments before.
He went back to his office, relieved to return to it and finish off the 
discreet san serif lettering on the door. Not many therapists can 
signwrite, but he’d earned a living doing this and painting murals - 
and other things - before a psychology degree, training, and, now, 
five years in practice.
As he wiped the smudged ‘t’ in ‘Kent’ there was a foot on the stairs. 
He looked down, noticed her cloche hat, retro fox fur, wedge heel 
shoes and, as she looked up, the auburn hair and dark lipstick. He 
was reminded of what his mother’s posh sister wore when he was a 
child, and which went perfectly with her front garden rockery, 
chevron’d door and curved crittall windows.
She was tall, slim and without a trace of Estuary as she asked 
whether he was in.
‘I am,’ he said, pointing to the letters. ’That’s me. And you’re…? 
‘Beth Gaines’ 
 With her black, pencil skirt he imagined her taking shorthand 
before translating it onto a Remington. She looked slightly Jewish. 
(A host of Jewish jokes swarmed around him, ‘I wanna go 
somewhere I’ve never been before.’ ‘Try the kitchen.’)
‘Am I a little early?’ 
He’d forgotten about her, something he hadn’t done with a potential 
client before. He decided to leave the wondering why till he was on 
his own. 
He beckoned her to come in, and then excused himself to go to the 
toiled to wash his hands, they smelt of paint. There was no speaker, 
no Spanish - if he was to learn a language he would prefer Italian, 
with its deep, rolling aesthetic, both simultaneously beautiful and 
aggressive.
He returned to see her sitting on an arm of the chair in the corner of 
the room facing his desk. The office was large, bigger than the 
adjoining room where he saw his patients and which he’d painted a 
pale green, the most psychologically restful of colours. Recently 
he’d decided to live downstairs in his picket fenced, terraced home 
and use the upstairs as a working area. He’d only just finished 
decorating it.
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She gave a tight smile as he sat down on the edge of the desk facing 
her.
‘It’s about my husband.’ Another cliché born of truth.
She looked down at her hands resting symmetrically perfect on her 
stocking’d knees. Her dark eyes looked up. He gave her an 
encouraging smile.
‘He just sits there, so…distant. He doesn’t care, doesn’t let me do 
anything for him; cooking, ironing. It sounds old fashioned I know, 
but…that’s me.’
‘I’m assuming there’s no…he doesn’t touch you? I’m sorry, but I 
want to establish basics.’  She briefly shook her head.
‘You can cry if you need to, it’s allowed,’ he offered gently.
She took a deep breath, held herself upright, emotionally shook 
herself
‘I don’t know why.’
 He asked her how long they’d been married.
 ‘Five years.’
‘And how long has -‘ 
‘Nearly  two. I don’t think there’s another woman.’ 
She gave a mock laugh. ‘How many times have you heard 
something like that ?’
‘Often.’
She looked straight at him. ‘I’m sorry I insisted you see me now, 
but I had to do something.’
‘I’m guessing there’s no children.’
‘No.’ 
She looked away, out of the window. She was seeing rear gardens 
with long established trees, the back of the corner off-licence, 
Victorian brickwork, chimney pots, and the ever-present hovering 
cranes, emblematic of the area’s ‘regeneration.’. As somebody born 
and bred less than three miles away, he couldn’t take ‘Yuppie 
Rebirth’ or ‘Stratford Village’ seriously. But he was looking at her: 
the strong but vulnerable profile, the slight, smooth wave in her 
hair, the small mole on her cheek.
He asked if it had happened before, and if there was, maybe, an age 
gap - he was visualising an older partner. She answered no to both 
questions. He asked her if she had told him, hinted, that he needed 
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help.
‘Yes. He just puts on this face, just flippantly shrugs or walks away. 
Will you see him?’ 
He told her he would, asked her to get him to ring him.
‘He won’t, and I don’t think he’ll come here.’ 
He informed her that he didn’t see clients in their own home and, 
presupposing the questioning response, added that there was a 
comforting familiarity there, that her husband would use it as a 
haven to protect himself from him, from what he would symbolise. 
Here, he could try to establish some neutrality, difficult of course, 
as it was his own home.
‘He won’t come. I know he won’t.’
‘Mrs. Gaines, ask him to see me, tell him I’m a nice man, user 
friendly.’ He reminded her of what he charged.
‘Yes, I know, I’ll pay for this. But he won’t come.’
She stood up, puckered her lips, looking disappointed. She pushed 
her palms firmly down her thighs, turned and walked towards the 
door, saying, 
‘I’ll try, Mister Kent, but don’t hope.’
She turned towards him and held her hand to be shaken. He was 
mildly surprised, and a little sorry, that it wasn’t gloved.
She rang him at lunchtime the next day.
‘He won’t come, he’s adamant. I’ll try again, but I can’t keep 
trying.’
He asked her if he was there, his name and what his job was - 
questions he should have asked before. He suggested she get him to 
speak to him. It was at least two minutes before he heard a hardly 
audible, 
‘Hello.’
‘Alan, it’s Mister Kent. James. I’d like you to come to see me. You 
don’t have to say much if you don’t want to, just come. I can see 
you tomorrow at four. That okay? Another long silence. He tried to 
bribe him, as he would a child.
‘You’re a graphic designer, aren’t you? I’ve got some sketches and 
a couple of water colours I’ve recently done, I’d like your opinion. 
Would you ?’
It seemed as if he’d said, ‘Alright,’ then silence again. James was 
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about to put the phone down when he heard her voice.
‘I think he may come to you. I hope so. Thank you. Goodnight.’ She 
sounded relieved, but tense.

He was on time. He was average height, wiry, neatly buttoned up, 
crisp collar and tie. He went straight to the couch, sat on the edge 
and stayed there for almost ten minutes, looking down.
I feel…so terrified. I’m so… I always have. I’m not real …it’s not 
real.’ 
He looked up, not at James’ face, a little lower. 
‘Your jacket, it’s the wrong colour for you, and your left shoe’s 
scuffed on the outside of the toes, and you’ve got a slight cockney 
accent and I hate cockneys.’
‘So have you. We need to know why you hate yourself.’
‘But I …their ‘fuck awfs,’ their…Bill Nash, a bloke at work when I 
was sixteen, used to say, when we were talking about women, ‘lick 
it aht, lick ‘em aht.’’ 
‘Tell me about sex, Alan.’
He had his head in his hands, then thumped a knee. ‘I feel awful. I 
get an image of her and…when I’m out, if I see something in, say, a 
shop window, an… electric fire or…a big book, I feel it’s going to 
hurt her, hurt her vagina.
Oh God, I’m so frightened.’
James knew that for the man in front of him, it would take years, 
and, possibly, he would never return to full reality, if indeed he’d 
ever had it.
He was gripping the hair above his ears. James let him calm 
himself. It was too early for free association, and certainly for a 
Rorschach test - too easy for the patient and merely an indulgence 
for the psychologist - but not too soon to tell him what he intuitively 
thought; talking of his latent homosexuality could come later.
‘I think you felt your mother was trying to destroy you at birth, 
that’s where your terror lies. You’ve pushed this away all your life, 
and you’ve struggled all of this time; but eventually the pain of 
unreality becomes greater than what you’ve blotted out. The little I 
know of you, it seems quite amazing what you’ve actually achieved. 
You’ve had, I assume, relationships with women, held down jobs, 
you married.
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 You’ve created a false self, haven’t you. The real self is 
fragmented, impoverished, unreal. I think that you’re too frightened 
to leave the womb, and too frightened to stay in it.’
It reminded him of an early patient who, recently, had suddenly told 
him that he was being born, and then seemed to try to burrow his 
way into the couch, to get inside of it, and then screaming for a full 
half minute before he sat, trembling, for the next half an hour. It 
was horrible. James was surprised that it had taken only the few 
years that it had., though he guessed that the man would, the next 
day, carry on as before, having little or no emotional recollection of 
the incident. 
This dragged up memories of his training, and of visiting a 
psychiatric ward at a hospital in Essex where he’d seen a man 
writhing on his bed, and the doctor he was shadowing referring to 
the two nurses walking behind them, saying, ‘Noticed the tits on the 
tall one, James?’ He could look only at the patient systematically 
putting his pillow over his face, then turning over and placing his 
face in the pillow, repeatedly, till James left the ward, looking 
backwards, nearly walking into its door. 
Alan looked up at him, a second’s eye contact, then away. James 
knew he would have given almost anything to have cried,  to release 
it all; fear, pain, horror, but knew he wouldn’t, couldn’t - this only 
happened in movies. He would need an intellectual recognition 
initially, then years to become emotionally aware.
His patient looked at the drawings above the couch, dismissed them 
with hardly a glance, seemingly more interested in the water 
colours, but these too he dismissed as mere technique. He talked 
about art, fine art, animatedly articulating it, but not looking him 
directly in the eyes. James let him continue, flowing - the staccato 
had gone - knowledgeable and insightful, until the fifty minutes 
were up, knowing that he was intellectualising, escaping from 
telling him more about himself, his parents, his childhood. 
Alan’s wife called him late that evening to ask how it went. He 
suggested she view him as an atheistic, confessional priest guided 
by a code of confidentiality.
‘Please tell me something,’ 
How could he tell her that her husband was not psychologically 
born yet?
‘He’s very ill. He copes. It will take a long, long while. He has to do 
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the work, not me. There are no magic wands. I’m tempted to say, 
just…continue loving him, but you have to be yourself, it has to be 
real, authentic.’
 He felt he was guiding her more than he should. He said goodbye 
to her. 
‘Call me Beth,’ she said.
 He wished her goodnight, asking himself from long habit what his 
old friend Thomas would say, but since breaking up with his 
daughter he hadn’t contacted him, and missed his long-practised 
professional advice. 
Two days afterwards he was shopping, watching objects of 
necessity or mild avarice being plucked off shelves and wondering 
if it was possible that others disliked the activity as much as 
himself, when he saw Mrs. Gaines - Beth - behind him at the 
checkout. She smiled a little tensely, being unexposed to 
behavioural guidelines appropriate to meeting her husband’s 
therapist in a supermarket. He paid and waited for her, struggling a 
little with her bags, and offered to take one. They walked into the 
car park and after the occasional polite grins at each other, he said, 
‘Do you, er, shop here often?’ She smiled, genuinely. 
‘Okay, you think of something then,’ he suggested.
‘Well, just behind my car over there in the corner there’s a road 
with a little café.’ She raised her eyebrows.
 They put the bags in her car, walked to the cafe and sat down.
‘I should think,’ she said, ‘that walk took about eight minutes and 
we didn’t say a thing.’
He laughed, felt both relaxed and suddenly stimulated. She wore a 
beret, dark lipstick again, tailored jacket, tight skirt. She looked 
younger, lighter, than at their previous meeting. 
‘Let’s get this done with,’ she said. ‘I feel relieved that he’s come to 
you, that he’s beginning the process that - ‘ 
‘Let’s talk about, I dunno, literature? movies? I bet you loved Brief 
Encounter.’
‘Of course I did, that surprisingly real script.’ 
‘The hubby was a convenient stereotype though, wasn’t he? And 
with that beret you could have been sitting at a table in the station 
café.’ 
She smiled as if he’d satisfactorily confirmed the success of her 
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style. They talked a little more about films, her telling him that she 
occasionally went to the NFT on her own, her husband being more 
interested in the theatre. 
‘I’m hungry,’ she said, ‘let’s have lunch here, unless it’s too greasy 
spoon for you.’ 
 He told her it wasn’t, but thought it may be for her.
‘Au contraire, I love stodge and fry-ups.’ 
He perversely liked her for this; he, having partly re-constructed 
himself years ago and, at least symbolically, moving away from that 
culinary environment, and her defying conditioned taste buds and 
shifting towards it.
It was an enjoyable two hours; largely extending their conversation 
on films. They seemed to laugh a lot, she was easy to be with. Then 
he realised he’d be late for a client unless he moved quickly. 
‘Let’s see a film,’ she said as, apologising, he paid and left the café 
quickly.
He rang her the next day, telling her he’d book for ‘An American in 
Paris’ a few days hence, if she could make it. She sounded pleased, 
she hadn’t seen it for years. Half way through this conversation he 
had a dull, dispiriting warning that he shouldn’t be having it, 
especially when realising that her husband had an appointment with 
him in less than a week.
He met her at the NFT entrance, the restaurant, now under a new 
franchise and without the film posters and LCD’s showing clips of 
Fellini or Tarkovsky films, appearing a little less welcoming to 
cinephiles. She briefly squeezed his elbow and, inside, listening to 
the intro by an elderly man who had been something like second 
assistant chief grip gaffer on the film, interminably intent on detail 
and which the boy in him didn’t want to hear, wishing to believe 
that Leslie Caron was still 22, leant her shoulder against his. He got 
used to it quickly. It felt warm, flirting, pleasant.
He slyly watched her enjoying the film, noticed how small and well 
shaped her ears were, one side of her hair pulled back, how smooth 
her skin. It was an effort to turn back to the screen. 
Halfway across Hungerford Bridge - a committee’s seduction by 
Nordic technology - she put her arm inside his, affectionately, 
without proprietary. It was increasingly relaxing to be with her. 
They found a bar, and between the laughing - her humour 
alternating between the droll and sharp and interrupted by a lilting 
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laugh - he saw how dark her eyes were, how full her lips; and that 
this was a woman who was holding so much in, so much distress, so 
much giving and who, by long practice, was hiding it. He wanted 
to… release it, wished her, selfishly, to give it all to him. For a 
while she didn’t have a husband, or he a patient.
It was getting late, and as they entered an underground station, one 
of the annoying side effects of his job, and of his own character, 
came back:  the analytic training, his inclination to let it surface, to 
know why he was feeling something, experiencing it. This was the 
child wanting a mother-Madonna, a glistening, fantasised object - 
men wanting to have, women needing to be.
On the train back he sat a little stiffly next to her. They didn’t speak 
much, though the silences weren’t unpleasant, but he felt there 
shared realisation of who and what she was going back to.
They got off at the same stop, reminding him how near they lived to 
each other.
‘That was so nice, a lovely evening.’ Her voice was noticeably 
smoother, her accent less clipped than when he’d first heard her 
speak. She squeezed his hand tightly. He stepped back from her. 
‘I’ll…see you.’ he said, grinning a little too much
He watched her walk down the steps opposite the station: the poise, 
which hadn’t registered before, her hand bent out, fingertips 
sporadically touching the handrail, her high heels on each step at the 
same angle of descent, shoulders moving smoothly down, her bag 
swinging like a small pendulum.
He walked home thinking about her, trying to push away his 
obvious attraction to her By the time he was in his study, sitting 
staring at the effortful, but clumsy watercolours, he saw her 
differently; felt that at some level she was walking around in a 
forties railway station, playing the faithful, but unfulfilled, unhappy 
wife: that slight tilt of the head, the occasional brave smile, 
exaggeratedly cheerful grin were all of a piece, a complete, but 
inevitably flawed performance. But it was doing no harm, neither to 
herself nor her husband - if he ever noticed it, was conscious of it. It 
was a coping strategy, the need probably engendered as a young 
girl, created later by people she knew, aspired to and, a little, by 
movies, theatre; reinforced certainly by the man she married. She 
was vulnerable, therefore attracting him more. He wanted her. 
Wanted to go to her.
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Of course he didn’t - inevitably society wins in the end; in this 
context, by his social role of ‘the professional’ and its attendant 
behavioural norms with their notions of diligence and responsibility. 
Like ‘society’ a role is an abstract noun, a concept that is  reified, 
like duty or loyalty, so that it seems real and tangible, and he was 
beginning to bear its inescapable weight of guilt; for he was about 
to treat and attempt to help make better someone this woman loved, 
or at least, had.. Social roles become a large part of our identity, 
they dominate us to a greater or lesser degree, so that we betray 
ourselves in order not to betray their demands. He was denying a 
desire to, potentially, fall in love, to love, surrendering to his role’s 
imperatives. 
He rang to tell her, gently, but clearly, why he wouldn’t be seeing 
her again. He felt her disappointment. It matched his.
He needed to escape for a while. The day after her husband’s 
second appointment with him he would be in Spain for a few days, 
albeit in East End gangster territory - from laundered money Essex 
farmhouse to Majorcan villa - but there were cheap drinks and sun, 
and he could afford the former and needed the latter. He also 
wanted time on his own, to think things through, if he could. 
And maybe he would learn a little Spanish, anyway. ‘No intiendo. 
No intiendo…’

------------------
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DAD’S DOG

In the cafe with the others, pressing, squinteyed. 
Gotta chance ‘as it? gonna win? Charlie, Gets  
out the traps quick, does it? Wag sails in, fists 
pumping, ‘it that lid six, go on my son. 

Can hear Johnny, Nah, she wouldn’t let ‘im 
near ‘er, pissed I fink. Sits down next to me. 
Finish in front, will it? Site agent in the corner 
Man o’ the moment, eh? they buyin’ yer tea? 

Sykesey’s brother, ‘ope it runs faster than  
you cut in sashes. Guffaws, heads back,  
snared teeth, spittle. Be of some fuckin’ use 
then, tell us. Hear Billy at the counter, Airship 
on a cloud, luv. Turns his head, Romford, an’ it? 

Come on, chrissake, ‘orse’s mouf an’ that. 
It’s a dog, I say. It can speak then. Can’t 
paint windows though. Foreman rising. Let’s  
do some, it’s a big ceilin’, long run till tea. 

They squeeze past him. Two strides back, face 
into mine. Better not cross that line in front if we 
ain’t on it. Leave my babies on a raft to get cold. 

Hit that lid: If a greyhound leaves the traps very quickly  
theoretically its head will hit the inside of the rising  gate. 
Airship on a cloud: ‘sausage and mash’. 
Babies on a raft ‘beans on toast’. 
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A VOID
Tanner

These days, if you’ve been seeking them wily jobs out for a certain 
amount of time, to evidently little avail, they make you work for 
said dole. so there I go, lunging down our lunged streets with wet 
hiccups. I get the place, and the mortar’s in on it, it sags into the 
earth with Dickensian non-glow. It’s there to snare dolies, I mean 
the bricks know. There’s regret in the concrete wilt of all shops. and 
this crusty mare’s fiddling with battered trinkets on a shelf, her 
chipped fingers picking at little faded ornaments of Alsatians and 
steam engines. 
‘Yeah?’ she waits. ‘Elp you?’
‘Erm, ah, HUH,’ I cough. 
‘You from the job centre?’ she looks me up and down, hook nose 
slicing at me. 
I flex my larynx for orange stomach fizz to scald my throat, so I 
grimace and nod, I just nod my grimace.  
‘Right, well ere yer are,’ she motions me into the back. 
I trudge after her dead pancake ass. Why don’t we trip over our 
chains more? There’s mountains of bin bags in here, festering in 
great piles. 
‘Yer sought through deese an see what yer think’s suitable, alright 
my love?’ The last stodgy bluebottles of autumn buzzed tuba-low 
above the bagged waste. ‘Don’t SAY much, you, DO yer?’ 
I shrug.
‘Ah know yer don’t wonna be ere, but least yer doin somethin bit 
more worthwhile, charity work, innit?’ she puts a claw on my 
shoulder. ‘Better than just pissin yer dole away, ay?’ Off she goes, 
and I get on my knees, start wading through the rubbish. I get a bag 
on my lap, compose a deep breath and rip it open – some tweed 
green three-piece suit rolls out with brown lumpy blood skids across 
the kecks.  
‘Argh, god!’ I run up to the shoebox bog room, ‘HOAH,’ heaving 
my orange innards into it.
‘Whatsamatter?’ she crawls crab-like upon the doorframe. 
‘Hoah – fuckin dead people’s gear over there!’ I wave a finger over 
there, keeping my dripping face dripping down in the bowl. 
‘Oh yeah, appens a lot – old people’s home up the road sends us a 
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bag a day, like.’
‘Arrrr,’ I echo off the greying toilet porcelain. 
‘Ah come on yer big girl! An stick the kettle on, ay? Fer-ree sugars. 
ta.’  
A van comes chugging up round the back. 
‘You go, lad,’ the Lady of the Shop’s shoving me out, ‘strappin boy 
like you can elp unload it, can’t yer?’ and the shapeless delivery git 
with a velcro head, he sits on the kerb smoking. As I haul bin bag 
after bin bag into the basement.
‘Ow much you EARN?’ I insinuate.
‘None a yer beeswax, tha, lad,’ he grins out Mayfair gums, trunk 
thighs flexing on the gutter. Back and forth I go, dragging sour-
smelling wet bags of useless bits and bobs along the pavement. A 
bag splits, some doll falls out, empty plastic head does a hollow 
CLUNK on the slab, just like the real thing.
‘Ay, don’t be BREAKIN nofin,’ he hollers, ‘or thee’ll be on me 
case!’
‘YOU do it then if yer any better!’ I chuck the two bags in my 
hands down, they rattle and ding and splodge out down my kecks, 
leaving some slug-like trails of a milky something running down 
me. and he chortles. A real home-grown, I-live-on-the-street-I-was-
born chortle. At me.
‘Sonny, ah’ve bin comin ere fer a good YEAR or so now, an ah’ve 
dealt with PLENTY a you dolies,’ he squirms his round red 
knuckles around his nut-sack, ‘so if you wonna get through this, 
keep yer attitude to yerself, if yer know what’s good for yer.’ 
‘AM A PERSON!’ I tell him. ‘Don’t be makin me a cliché prole by 
actin the clichéd taxpayer!’ I kick a bag, shit goes everywhere. 
‘Reducin us all ter eighties caricatures!’ 
‘Ay, ay,’ Bess does her grand entrance thing on the street 
floorboards, ‘what’s all the hullaballoo?’
‘Why’d yer keep lettin the job centre send you deese psycho brats, 
Bess?’ he remarks, pointing at me with a freshly-lit fag. 
‘What’s the matter, there a problem ere Paul?’ she veers her wisped 
cone head into my face. 
‘EE’s just sittin on is FAT ARSE while I do all the graft!’
‘Ay! You!’ she’s nodding at her own in-coming speech with 
conviction, ‘you came from DOLE! AM doin YOU a favour, don’t 
be fergettin tha! You! Ok?’
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‘Yer LUCKY she’s takin you on, givin you a CHANCE!’ he’s 
confirming. ‘I ad MY way, I’d wring the lotta yer necks!’ 
‘Oh, tch, Stevie,’ she shakes her wisps giving an amused tut, and he 
does a cheeky boy shrug.  
‘LOOK at me!’ I present my wet white crotch to them. 
They both laugh.
‘Oh, stop yer bellyachin, you!’ she nudges me. ‘Ah’ve  put the 
kettle on, go make some brews if you wonna break. Stevie’s ad a 
mission dis week, been ter Chorley an back aven’t yer love?’
‘Aye,’ he groans, rubbing his angled temple.  
‘Alright, what you ere for?’ a beefy blonde with folded boxer’s 
arms greets me in the basement. 
‘Dole.’
‘Am ere fer kickin me fellah’s bit on the side in. Only few more 
months ter go now,’ she sighs. ‘Am Gemma. Word of advice,’ she  
leans in, tangy perfume inflating my head, which is already a bit 
fuzzy on account of the collective garbage fumes and general horror 
of my whole life situation thus far – ‘if the bag stinks, DON’T 
bother opening it, just chuck it in the basement.’ We start hurling 
bags down the stairs for the skip. ‘Am not gonna bother givin stuff 
ter charity after werkin ere,’ she pants, ‘it all just gets sent the dump 
anyway. People only DONATE what thee don’t WANT. Urr!’ she 
waves a pair of blood splattered frilly knickers around until it flings 
off her fingers, narrowly scrapes past my cheek stubble and lands 
sprawled across the tops of our cuppas, steaming on the shelf. We 
laugh and sigh, and sigh again. A few crones turn up.
‘Hello Gemma,’ the ringleader, the tallest most flowery-clad one 
swans forth. ‘Still here? I don’t know. If you can’t do the time.’
‘Yeah. this is Paul,’ she nods at me. ‘This is Susie, one a the 
volunteers,’ she explains with venom. 
‘Well yes, it’s important to do your bit,’ she unwraps her grey frame 
out of her imitation mink. ‘Just because I’m not fit to work, doesn’t 
mean I should stop doing my bit, does it?’ 
‘Or cos thee’ve nofin better ter do,’ Gemma sniggers in my ear.  
‘Hmm,’ Susie wants to suss me out from over her pivoting rectangle 
specs. ‘And are YOU here because you have a violent conviction 
TOO?’ she asks, neck flaps pumping in snotty adrenalin. Gemma 
growls behind her.
‘No, job centre sent me.’
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‘Oh, so you’re another unemployed one, are you?’
‘Actually mi lady, I own several European banks – but I still like to 
sign on,’ I lean in, tapping my nose in secrecy, ‘Every penny elps, 
dunnit princess?’ Them gilled jowls quiver. We wade on. 
‘Oh my god, somethin acceptable at last!’ I pull a black shiny blazer 
out a bag. ‘Ffffsh,’ I sniff at the collar. ‘An it smells like second-
hand! Not second-hand bog paper!’
‘Chuck it,’ says Gemma.  
‘Whata yer talking about, this isn’t bad!’ 
‘Yeah, but no one’ll want it ere. We get old ladies in ere, thee want 
cardigans an jumpers an tha, not a designer suit!’
I wait til she’s gone, roll it up and stuff it in my big winter coat 
hanging on the peg. 
‘What YOU doin?’ one hag is aghast at me. 
‘Yer know wha,’ I shrug. ‘Come on, they’re only gonna bin it, an 
this might come in andy fer a job interview or two or seven or a 
lifetime of em.’
‘You should maintain employment then,’ grumbles Susie to her 
united crones, and they titter so.
‘I was made redundant, actually!’ I inform her.
‘Give a dog a name.’ I think she whispers to her wrinkly posse.
But turns out they were all at it: Gemma’s lobbing any toys with 
two or more limbs into a cardboard box. 
‘My lil Tommy ud love tha.’
‘Ooh look at these!’ one old bitch pines, wrenching brown paper out 
a battered suitcase. The others raise their heads, twitching like rats 
with a new scent. She pulls out a plate. Inbred faces hand-painted 
before a union jack. ‘Oh, aren’t they beautiful!’ she declares, 
holding it before her like the grail. they gather like crows around 
her, twitching crow like and all, what with impeding death and all, 
smiling yellow small teeth at it. 
‘Ooh yes,’ they say, ‘lovely!’ And ‘Doesn’t she look wonderful?’ 
and all so on.
‘I don’t think this will sell,’ she reckons, ‘and there’s no point 
sending it the tip just to get, well, smashed around. I’ll take it off 
their hands.’ 
‘Now look here Margaret,’ Susie’s putting her foot down, ‘I’ve 
been here longer than you, surely I should be more entitled to it. 
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You’ve seen my mantelpiece and you know it would look lovely 
upon it.’ Quite why they want cutlery sporting a Manilow-esque 
transvestite and an unelected incestuous kraut is beyond me.
The day ended, would you believe it? And me and Gemma, we take 
our attendance papers to Bess for her to sign. Hers is for the courts, 
mine’s for the job centre. Please miss, confirm that we took another 
day’s worth of punishment. What the hell am I being punished for? 
‘Know ow ter use a till, lad?’ comes her screech. I stick my head 
out the bin bag I’m elbow-deep in.
‘God yeah.’ 
‘Jump on half an hour would yer, am nippin out fer a pastie.’ 
Wow. I’m being promoted to shop floor duties. Go me. 
‘Can yer shut the door on yer way out?’ I ask as she’s clucking into 
her coat.
‘No no no, gotta keep it open, rules! Customer might walk into it!’
‘But –’ and off she goes. I stand with arms folded, STAMPING on 
the spot, my breath puffing out in blue swirls, bedsit flashback.
This guy comes in, twitchy fellow with numerous eyebrows dancing 
up and down him. He smiles at me in pity, like he’s going to cry. He 
runs his fingers through some faded women’s blouses, sort of skips 
over to the used books. He keeps turning to check on me, smiling 
and scratching his chin nervously. Suddenly he snatches one off the 
shelves and practically lobs it a good metre or so at the counter, like 
it’s on fire or something. I pick it up, looking for the price sticker. 
It’s the Karma Sutra. I price it up and fiddle about for a bag. It’s 
taking too long, he has to blurt out his inane chatter: 
‘So cold in ere, innit?’
‘Yes,’ I confirm, rummaging around the desk.
‘Hmm! So,’ he drums his fingers on the counter, ber-dum-ber-dum-
dum-dum, ‘How long yer bin werkin ere then?’
I can’t be arsed explaining to him what a shameful dolie wretch I 
am. ‘Look mate, you don’t ave ter make conversation to distract me 
from what yer buyin. I don’t give a toss, long as it’s not from tha 
burgeonin Jeffrey Archer section we seem to ave goin on over 
there.’ An entire shelf heaves under the wisdom of the semi-Mayor 
of that London. Spiritually invigorating as it is to see people 
cleansing themselves of, the initial purchase stills fills one with 
needless inertia. 
‘Oh, yeah, well!’ he nods. ‘Yes! Ha ha.’
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I stand there shivering for my DOLE. When she gets back she starts 
freaking out at the till roll.
‘What the HELL lad, yer’ve messed up ere!’ she yanks it out the 
machine, ‘Look!’ she slaps it down, paws at the figures, blotching 
them with grease prints, ‘You put two extra oh’s on tha book we 
sold, it’s gone through as thirty thousand quid!. Ay, don’t be 
smirkin, I’ve gotta re-type the whole roll now! Look, just carry on 
in the back, we’re gettin another delivery tomorrah mornin.’  

My head is a phlegm balloon. It’s bad enough rummaging through 
dead folk’s diseased smalls, but there’s a good few inches of filth 
lining the ceiling, the whole basement. You can see it building itself 
brick by brick in mid-air; this bad grey matter. 
‘URR-HWAAH!’ I be heaving.
‘Fuckin ELL!’ Gemma hurls a small muddy shoe at the wall, ‘Am 
not bein funny, but would you stop fuckin COUGHIN? It’s doin me 
ed in!’ 
Bess tip-toes around the heaving piles. 
‘Everythin alright loves?’ she generously offers false concern, 
kicking some shit out the way of the bog door. ‘Oh not again!’ she 
marches back out. ‘Ooh keeps leavin tissue in there without 
flushin?’ 
‘Fff. me,’ I sniff, wiping the mucus escaping down my neck.  
‘Well don’t! The pipes are only thin, dee clog up!’
‘Oh, soz. Was tryna save water.’ She marches away huffing.
‘Well if someone cleaned this fuckin DIVE once in a while,’ I 
venture.
‘Excee-ooooose me?’ she turns. ‘Ave I gotta remind you again that 
YOU’RE ere cos you can’t get yerself a job? Want me ter tell the 
job centre you talk ter me like THA?’ I look down, burying my chin 
on my rattling chest to keep all the snotty puke locked inside my 
ribs, bowed before her in TOTAL SHAME like people of my non-
stature ought to. 
‘Thought not,’ she beams. ‘Actually, thinkin about it, THA can be 
yer job fer this afty, can’t it?’ 
So there we are, dipping mouldy sponges into a charred bucket of 
sludge. Scrubbing at the muck imbedded in the brick rivets. Peeling 
layers of solidified toxins off the surfaces. Wiping some seriously 
worrying black batter off pipes. Gagging, like. 
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‘Nice one, dick ed,’ Gemma flicks the bastard suds of her sponge at 
me.  

‘It seems your attitude needs to change,’ a jobby centre gargoyle 
sniffs at some notes. ‘Apparently you can be uncommunicative and. 
well, just plain stroppy, according to this.’
‘Am werkin for nothin.’
‘See, right there. That’s one way of looking at it.’
‘The actual one?’
‘But why not try looking at it like this: here is a great opportunity to 
fill a void in my curriculum vitae and hone my skills. Hmm?’
‘Because I am not a tool? Hmm?’
‘Positive thinking goes a long way.’
‘The void in me soul is much bigger these days.’ 
‘To a potential employer, this could be the difference between you 
and another applicant. Hmm?’
‘What potential employers? I’ve been too busy werkin at the shop 
every day!’
‘So, bearing that in mind.’
‘Busy werkin for nothin!’
‘And given that you need obviously further experience.’ 
‘So I don’t ave time to apply fer any jobs!’ 
‘We’ve decided to extend your course.’
‘Jobs which aren’t there anyway!’ 
‘Until we’re satisfied your attitude has improved.’ 
‘Which is why I’ve bin on the dole for an eternity!’
‘Trust me, you’ll thank us for this opportunity one day!’ 
‘So you send me ter werk for nothin. ang on, yer WHA?’
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NIGHTINGALE
Brett Wilson

It is a truth universally acknowledged that a woman in search of a 
patient is a bloody nuisance. Case in point: you’ve got a splinter in 
your finger; suddenly a nurse appears, smothers it in carbolic and 
bandages. Result: a week later, your finger drops off. Now what 
good is that?
Somewhere in a field tent in the cool climbs of the Western Crimea, 
a festering carbuncle is ready to burst. Nurse Nightingale attends a 
medical case with one of her trainees.
“Pie charts are not enough” she says, applying a kaolin poultice to 
the rosy buttocks of an infantry man. The trainee winces: 
“It’s so hard watching all the wounded men suffer.”
“You’re right. I didn’t sign up to be a bandage jockey. I want to 
make a difference. Sod this for a game of soldiers.”

Meanwhile, several miles behind the front line, Colonel Carruthers is 
enjoying the privileges of rank with his Adjutant.
“Mmmm. Full breakfast Tartington. Kidneys. Kedgeree,… then off 
for a bit of sabre work. Reminds me of Sandhurst. Those were the 
days, eh? A headstrong filly between your legs; breaking her in for 
the summer pageant…”
“I wouldn’t know. Talking of headstrong fillies, that Nightingale 
woman is here.”
“What? Show her in.”
“Meet Jacko” said the Colonel.
Over in the corner, at the top of a hat stand, squatted a capuchin 
monkey, sporting a tartan waistcoat and fez.
“Look at him” he said “With his gimlet eyes and forlorn expression. 
Doesn’t fool me. Last week I caught him pissing in the tea and 
stirring it with his tail. ‘Ad to give him a verbal. Nothing like his 
predecessor, Albert. Albert was an angel. Tea same time every 
morning, sprig a mint. Salami sandwiches packed, breeches polished 
an all that. I’m lucky if I get a slap in the face from this little brute. 
Know how I met ‘im? One of those all-you-can-drink bars in 
Marrakech. In the end there were just the two of us standing. 
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Actually Jacko was hanging by his tail from a ceiling fan. Thought 
he’d be a good replacement. Woke up next morning and he had his 
penis in my ear. I was dreaming about a campaign in Egypt, the guns 
deafening. Goes to clean out me lug, it’s full of monkey spunk, the 
little bugger. Nothing like Albert. One more infraction and it’s back 
to Madagascar for you m’lad. I’ll have you on a banana boat so fast 
you’ll think your braces have exploded. Right Jacko, two cups of 
Assam. Best Spode.”
The monkey slunk down the hat stand, giving Carruthers an evil 
stare.
“Now what have you got to say for yourself, me dears?”
“You’re a real arsehole Carruthers!”
“What!” he said, moustache quivering and rising to his feet. “I’ve 
never heard anything so….”
“Sit down brass nuts. Let me tell you what the deal is.” There was a 
pause while she pulled a map from her bustle.
“Er, hurrumph” said Carruthers.
“The Tsar’s boys have got us pinned down good. There’s no use 
denying it. They’re packing plenty of heat up there and unless we do 
something quick, we’re gonna be chopped chowda. Ya got me?”
Carruthers was softening. He had got a quick peep at Florence’s 
ample rear and he had felt things stirring in his breeches, he’d not 
felt since Sebastopol.
“Well what do you propose me dear?” he said.
“I say we hit em hard. The Ruskies don’t like it up em.”
“Who does?” said Carruthers, looking at his adjutant, Tartington.
“You give em musket shot and cold steel, and while you’re doing 
that I’ll take a highly trained black ops wet team up to the South 
Ridge armed only with gauze and iodine.”
“My girl, we attack at dawn. Doing anything later?”
“Sorry, I’m taking a group of elite nurses into the hills for a bit of 
unarmed needlework, but if we do both make it through Colonel, I’d 
be happy to rendezvous for a spot of light supper at the Grosvenor, 
back in blighty.”
“You’re on!”
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Later, out on the parade ground Nightingale was busy instructing the 
men.
“Right you bunch of pussy whipped slack arses. I’m a nurse and I’ve 
seen better giblets on a four day old turkey, so I don’t want any 
whingeing or cryin for your mommies, ‘cause that won’t cut any ice 
with me. In fact if I hear one word of complaint, you can all double 
time it back to the mess hall and finish off chef’s cabbage surprise.”
“I don’t know why he calls it cabbage surprise, that’s all he ever 
cooks?” said one of the men.
“I’ve got something you can put a splint on nursey” said a rough 
looking sort, rubbing his groin.
“Private Smartarse take one step forward.” All the other soldiers took 
one step back. Nightingale strode towards him until she was an inch 
from his nose.
“Think you can lick me in a fight do you?”
“I can lick you into a frenzy little lady.”
“I’ve never been licked by a man before.”
“I’ve licked dozens of women. I’m known for it.”
“But what if I lick you before you lick me?”
“I don’t mind being licked by a better woman, but I warn you I take 
some lickin’.”
“If there’s licking to do I’m the woman to do it.”
“I bet you’re finger lickin’ good aint you?”
“There’s no finger licker quicker” she said.
“Hurrr, hurrr” he replied.
Stand off.
“Tell you what my scrofulous and deeply offensive friend, I’ve got a 
few Russians to sort out in the next twenty four hours, but if you do 
make it back alive, and frankly I think it would be better for queen 
and country if you didn’t, but if you do, I’ll be more than happy to 
flip you over and break your spine like a dried twig. How does that 
sound?”
“Sounds all right to me.”
“Good. It’s reassuring to know that the British army is maintaining 
its high standard of recruitment. Now, the rest of you fat , ugly, 
chunky monkeys, my elite squad of crack nurses have been called 
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away on a top secret mission to liberate a large convoy of lint, 
somewhere near the Khyber pass, so all I’ve got to take with me to 
launch an arduous surprise assault on a heavily defended position by 
the cream of the Russian army, is you lot, and by the look of you, 
you couldn’t crack a walnut, never mind a vertical killing field 
surmounted by heavy gun and a double redoubt of sharp shooters.”
“Can I ask a question miss?” said a bloke, holding his hand up like a 
five year old asking for permission to go for a pee.
“Can I ask a question sir.”
“Er yes sir. Well you see, the fing is this, I got a few pimples on me 
bum, and the lads ave bin teasin me like. Says its cos ah bin wiv an 
old nag in the Kasbah.”
“Private?”
“Yes Miss…sir.”
“If you ask another silly question like that, I’ll shove it up your arse 
so fast you’ll think you have been ram raided by the Flying 
Scotsman, and I’m not talking about the train, I’m talking about Jock 
in B company. Now suck it in and pay attention.”
“Yes Sir.”
“I want you to gather all the rope you can find, and then get a good 
night’s sleep. It’s up at five, a bit of chow, then off to be blown to 
bits for queen and country. Any questions? No? Good.”
Nightingale strode off into the moonlight for a few stiff callisthenics, 
a cup of Bovril, and a restless night under a horse blanket.
“Right you lot. Before us is a four hundred yard high cliff. Behind 
that is a ruddy lot of musket and cannon, and beyond is Rusky in a 
foul mood. I know some of you don’t have a head for heights, but I 
want you to imagine you are scaling the local church roof in search 
of lead. Right. Let’s get moving if we want to die before lunch.” 
Nightingale was one of the first to reach the top. Her eyes darting left 
and right, her nose twitching, she could smell the fear emanating 
from the breeches of the Tsar’s elite troop. The first man to reach her 
drew his bayonet, but she was too quick for him.
 “Oi, Boris. Cop for that!” She head butted the foot soldier on the 
nose. As he went down like a ton of borscht, she leapt up, dislodging 
a Hussar from his horse with a lightning kung-fu kick. Then she 
stamped on his head. By this time a fat, squat infantryman had 
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reached her.
“What are you going to do, pretty little Englander? See to my 
swelling?”
“I’ll tell you what I’m going to do Ivan…..”
Her left heel flicked up, propelling one of the Russian’s gonads deep 
into his thoracic cavity.
“Put a splint on that.”
He dropped to his knees. 
“Take that Ruzinsky” she said, launching another heel kick into his 
pocked face. She reached down. “That’ll teach you to make fun of an 
English nurse.” She gave his other testicle the first of several 
squeezes.
She was a hundred yards up the rise now, with several of her team 
behind. As the Russian’s finest cavalry charged down the hill 
towards her, quick as a flash, she grabbed a fourteen pound cannon 
ball and let fly towards the lead horse of the triangular formation.
“Strike!” she shouted as the horses and men came clattering down.
She turned and walked ten yards, then stopped, pirouetted and placed 
her hands on her hips.
“And if you want any more of that action boys, I’ll be in Turkish 
Ali’s bar and grill, smoking a kebab. See you later.”

Nightingale’s team had got a toe hold, but more Russians were 
appearing from over the hill. Nightingale was working her way 
towards the centre of the Russian camp, where a gaudily dressed 
general was looking in her direction. As she rounded a tent she came 
upon fifteen riflemen who were stood in a line like a firing squad. 
The rifles were cocked and ready to fire. Even Nightingale’s 
lightning quick reflexes couldn’t take out all fifteen! Before she 
could react, the first hammer was on its way to the anvil. This would 
set in motion a lethal series of actions, culminating in a lead ball 
fired towards her body at the speed of sound. 
She was about to leap into the air like a mantis, when she noticed a 
figure enter stage right and  kick the first gun askew causing it to 
fire, knocking into the next gun, which cracked out its shot, until all 
fifteen were spent.
Then a lethal flurry of hacking motions made chop suey of the lot of 
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them.
“Hi honey.” It was Tartington “Looked like you needed help.”
“Wow” she said “I’m not worthy.”
“Never underestimate a limp wristed fop.”
“Never underestimate a woman either.”
“Never do.”
“Let’s kick some Rusky butt.”
“My thoughts exactly. Then back to my place for a natter. I think we 
could be so simpatico. There’s too many rough sorts round here.”
“Let’s go.”
And so the Imperial Russian army suffered their greatest single loss 
on their way to defeat in the Middle Eastern theatre and the British 
Empire triumphed once again, and everyone was happy, even 
Colonel Carruthers, although he suspected Jacko was still pissing in 
the tea.

---------------
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THE JAZZ BARONESS
Jim Burns

When Charlie Parker died in 1955 the New York tabloids had a field 
day. "Bop King dies in Heiress' Flat" shouted one of the headlines 
and details followed of how Parker, just prior to his death, had made 
his way to the "swank 5th Avenue apartment" of Baroness Kathleen 
Annie Pannonica Rothschild de Koenigswarter . It was a story likely 
to attract attention as it mixed allusions to race, class, jazz, sex and 
drugs in a manner that readers at the time would have seen as 
convincing proof that their suspicions about the subversive nature of 
jazz, and especially bebop, were justified.
But who was Pannonica Rothschild (known as "Nica") and how was 
it that she knew someone like Parker? She was a member of the 
English branch of the Rothschild family and had been born in 1913 
to parents who were obviously wealthy but who didn't just limit their 
activities to making money and maintaining large estates. Her father 
had a keen interest in the natural sciences and, according to David 
Kastin, is now looked on as "one of the pioneers of the modern 
conservation movement." He was an expert on fleas and amassed a 
collection of 30,000 specimens and published 150 scientific papers. 
Her mother had been a national tennis champion in Hungary, knew 
several languages, read Proust, and dabbled in politics. Nica also had 
an uncle who, like her father, was interested in the natural world. He 
was something of an eccentric and had a private zoo that included 
zebras, kangaroos, emus, and other species. Kastin says that the 
scholarly articles he published "established Walter Rothschild as one 
of the leading zoologists of his age."
Nica's father still had to play a part in running the Rothschild bank 
even if his heart was with his other interests, and he suffered from 
bouts of depression and committed suicide in 1923. Her mother took 
over running the properties they owned and looking after the family 
finances. Nica's brother, Victor, had a traditional education, going to 
Harrow and Trinity College, but she was educated at home and had 
to conform to what Kastin describes as "stringently enforced 
schedules." The facts of her upbringing are interesting in terms of 
their possible effect on her later behaviour.
Victor was a talented amateur pianist and was destined to lead a 
varied life. Kastin describes him as: "a research director of the 
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Cambridge zoology department, a member of MI5 (the British secret 
service), Winston Churchill's personal envoy to President Roosevelt, 
a senior executive at Shell Oil, the chairman of N.M. Rothschild & 
Sons, the head of Britain's Central Policy Review Staff (a.k.a. the 
Think Tank), and the suspected 'fifth man' in the clique of 
Communist sympathisers known as the Cambridge spies." His 
interest in the piano had led him to jazz and friendship with the noted 
pianist, Teddy Wilson. It was Victor who first introduced Nica to 
jazz.
Her education had been widened when she spent a year in Paris in 
the late 1920s and then toured Europe. Back home she mixed with 
other debutantes, frequented London night-clubs, and indulged her 
liking for fast cars. A London musician got her interested in flying 
and by the time she was twenty-one she had her own plane. A trip to 
France brought her into contact with Baron Jules de Koenigswarter 
and, after a quick romance, they were married in New York in 1935. 
A couple of children soon followed. When war broke out in 1939 
Nica and the children were in France but she was told by her 
husband to go to England and then to America where they would be 
helped by the Guggenheims, "another of the great Jewish financial 
aristocracies." After ensuring that the children would be looked after 
Nica headed for North Africa where her husband, a supporter of De 
Gaulle, had joined up with Free French forces. She worked as a 
translator and decoder and later drove ambulances in Italy.
After the war the Baron became part of the new French government 
and had diplomatic posts in Norway and Mexico. It's probable that, 
by 1949, the marriage was unstable, with Nica searching for 
something that would add meaning to her life. The Baron was 
contemptuous of her liking for jazz and she started visiting New 
York where she renewed her acquaintanceship with Teddy Wilson 
and met other musicians. In 1951 as she made her way to the airport 
to return to Mexico she called to see Wilson who insisted that she 
listen to a recording of Thelonious Monk's Round Midnight. Kastin 
quotes from an interview in which she recalled what happened: "I 
couldn't believe my ears. I had never heard anything remotely like it. 
I made him play it to me twenty times in a row. Round Midnight 
affected me like nothing else I ever heard." And he adds that she 
missed her flight and extended her stay in New York by a couple of 
weeks so that she could experience more of Monk's work.
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By 1953 Nica was living permanently in New York and had 
separated from her husband. When the jazz writer, Nat Hentoff, 
asked her about breaking with the Baron and her children, as well as 
virtually giving up the kind of social status and way of life that many 
would envy in order to mix with mostly black and often impecunious 
jazz musicians, she responded by affirming her love of the music: 
"It's everything that really matters, everything worth digging. It's a 
desire for freedom. And in all my life, I've never known any people 
who warmed me as much by their friendship as the jazz musicians 
I've come to know."
Throughout his account of Nica's life Kastin breaks off to offer his 
analysis of events and developments in the arts. To set the scene for 
her arrival in New York he outlines how bebop came about, what the 
Beat writers aimed for in their poems and novels, and where Jackson 
Pollock and other abstract expressionist painters were heading in 
their search for new forms. It's a narrative that holds fairly closely to 
what has become a fairly standard history of artistic changes post-
1945, with a so-called "culture of spontaneity" taking precedence 
over other areas of activity. To be fair to Kastin he doesn't go 
overboard for this version of events and he notes that the musicians, 
artists, and writers he refers to weren't always "promoting the same 
aesthetic agenda." It's a sensible qualification to make because 
generalisations about movements in art or music or literature can 
often be seen as faulty when looked at in detail.
As Nica involved herself with the New York jazz community she did 
meet with a degree of suspicion on the part of some musicians. They 
wondered what she wanted from them, and inevitably in what tended 
to be a male-dominated environment it was suggested that she was 
sleeping with this or that jazzman. Kastin says that gossip columnists 
like the notorious Walter Winchell commented on her liking for 
being in the company of black musicians, and society types sneered 
at her taste for visiting run-down places where bebop could be heard. 
Kastin doesn't refer to it in detail but in the early-1950s bebop was 
considered subversive, with its practitioners mostly junkies. This was 
when the McCarthyite hysteria was at its height and not only 
communists were thought of as threats to the American way of life.
It has to be accepted, though, that the use of drugs, particularly 
heroin, had spiralled in the late-1940s and early-1950s, and that it 
was a major problem among the beboppers. Kastin points out that the 
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Mafia became heavily involved in developing markets for heroin 
once the supply lines opened up again following the end of the 
Second World War, and he suggests that black communities were 
targeted most of all. But he gives other reasons for the increased use 
of heroin: "Heroin's ascendancy during the bebop movement can also 
be seen as both a symptom of the bebopper's marginalised role in the 
pop music mainstream and an emblem of hipness worn (along with 
berets, shades, and goatees) by a generation of black jazz modernists 
who were challenging the vestiges of minstrelsy they associated with 
their big-band predecessors. For their white cohorts, the drug became 
a way of symbolically connecting to their musical heroes."
Kastin talks about the drugs problem among the New York 
modernists because Nica, like anyone observing the musicians, 
couldn't help being aware of it. And some criticism was levelled at 
her for the way in which she appeared to respond to the situation. 
There were suggestions that she should have done more to persuade 
people to stop using heroin, and a fictional character clearly based on 
her in a short story by Julio Cortazor appears to obtain drugs for an 
addicted saxophonist. She was, perhaps, sometimes over-tolerant of 
the behaviour of certain musicians, and tended to excuse their 
personal failings by referring to the music they produced, but 
experience taught her to be wary. Discussing addicted musicians and 
their problems she said: "I used to think I could help, but no one 
person can. They have to do it alone. I had to find out for myself that 
one has to stay away from them. Addiction makes them too ignoble, 
and you can't be safe around them."
It is known that she helped a great many musicians by giving them 
money, buying food for their families, and sorting out the chaos 
surrounding the cabaret cards they needed in order to work in clubs 
in New York. A criminal conviction meant that a musician could be 
denied a card. This was particularly disastrous for blacks who often 
couldn't find alternative employment in the recording studios and 
elsewhere. Not only musicians were affected and the card system 
applied to anyone working in a club as a waiter, cook, or whatever. 
Kastin raises the interesting point that when it was first introduced 
the idea was to apply some form of control to unions, such as the one 
organised among waiters, which were said to be communist 
dominated. Its most notorious use, however, seems to have been 
when musicians, singers, and other performers were involved. 
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Needless to say, it was wide open to abuse by the police and a 
payment into the right pocket often meant that a card would be 
issued even if the person concerned had a conviction or two.
I mentioned earlier that Charlie Parker died in Nica's suite at the 
Stanhope Hotel in New York, and that, along with complaints about 
noise as she entertained various musicians, led to her being asked to 
leave, a process repeated when she moved to the Bolivar Hotel. 
Parker's death and the accompanying publicity also caused her 
husband to sue for divorce and custody of the children. And the 
Rothschild family, with a few exceptions, closed ranks on her. They 
may have been rich and famous but courting publicity in the manner 
that contemporary celebrities do was not part of their thinking. For 
them, the only time your name should appear in the press was when 
you were born and when you died. Nica's life seemed to contradict 
much of what they had been taught to believe was the correct way to 
behave.
Her links to Parker were, in fact, relatively limited when compared to 
her devotion to Thelonious Monk. A major part of Kastin's book 
deals with her relationship to this enigmatic character. There's no 
doubt that Monk had problems and Kastin says that he inherited bi-
polar disorder from his father. But sustained use of drugs over many 
years also affected his mental condition. At various stages he was 
diagnosed as schizophrenic, suffering from a chemical imbalance, 
and with manic tendencies. He was given shock treatment and 
subjected to psychotherapy which verged on the farcical. Nica's 
endeavours on his behalf were, at times, almost heroic, especially as 
he was responsible for her being evicted from a third hotel. In due 
course it was agreed that having her own place was the best option, 
and with the help of her brother she bought a large house that had 
previously been owned by Joseph von Sternberg. It soon became 
known as The Cathouse due to Nica's fondness for cats, and it was 
also open house for any number of jazz musicians.
Thelonious Monk's life after the early-1970s was a near-tragedy. He 
spent time in a private clinic, with the fees paid by Nica, and he left 
his wife and settled in The Cathouse, though not because of any 
sexual liaison between Nica and him. He simply needed to get away 
from the domestic arrangements that applied at home. It was during 
this period that he virtually stopped playing the piano and started to 
retreat into near-silence. He died in 1982. Nica was by that time in 
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her late-sixties, but she continued to befriend musicians and visit the 
few remaining jazz clubs in New York and she was contacted by 
some younger members of the Rothschild family who had become 
intrigued by hearing about her and her adventures among the jazz 
fraternity. She died in 1988.
Nica had written a memoir, but it has never been published and the 
manuscript is in the possession of the Rothschild family along with 
numerous tape recordings she made of the musicians who stayed at 
the Cathouse. Kastin says that her five children continue to reject 
requests for interviews about their mother, and even refused to help a 
cousin, Hannah, when she made a documentary about Nica. Another 
young relative, Nadine, was luckier when she wanted to publish 
Three Wishes, a collection of Nica's photos accompanying the three 
wishes that she'd invited her musician friends to make.  It's an 
intriguing book and I can't resist quoting a couple of the wishes made 
by the bebop pianist Barry Harris: "A room with a Steinway and a 
good record player, where I can be alone with all the Charlie Parker 
and Bud Powell records," and "The end of all soul, funk, and 
rock'n'roll jazz."
The reluctance of the Rothschilds to give interviews, and a certain 
amount of reticence on Nica's part when talking about her family 
background and life, has meant that David Kastin has written a book 
that is as much about New York and its bebop musicians as it is 
about her. Perhaps that's the way it should be because her devotion to 
the music and the people who played it was legendary. There are a 
few minor errors. Wardell Gray is called Grey, and Jackson Pollock 
somehow comes out as Pollack several times. When Kastin discusses 
the Julio Cortazor story, "The Pursuer," I mentioned, he says that it's 
"set in New York's 1950s jazz underground," but it's actually located 
in Paris.
A final point. Several musicians, including Monk, named 
compositions for Nica ("Nica's Dream" is one of them, as is 
"Pannonica") and there is currently a CD available which brings 
together recordings by Monk, Doug Watkins, Kenny Drew, Gigi 
Gryce, and others, paying tribute to her. Nica; The Jazz Baroness is 
available on Saga  531 093-0.

Nica's Dream: The Life And Legend Of The Jazz Baroness by David Kastin is 
published by W.W. Norton & Co
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THE BIG KNIFE
Alexis Lykiard

Further to my previous comments about great B&W photography in 
Bela Tarr's MFL, the excellent work of Ernest Laszlo (another 
Hungarian, this time a long-term Hollywood emigré) in The Big 
Knife, 1955, is to be cherished. Robert Aldrich's terrific drama, 
which I saw in student days and had not seen since, seems better now 
than it ever did. Aldrich, once affectionately termed by French critics 
'le gros Bob', was one of the very best Hollywood directors, 
specialising in gritty if not brutal movies about survival against the 
odds. Working mainly within the system, Aldrich produced some 
genre classics - war, westerns, noirs etc - including some of my 
absolute favourites in those fields: Attack, Apache, The Last Sunset, 
Ulzana's Raid, The Grissom Gang, Emperor Of The North, and the 
quite superb Kiss Me Deadly. You'd expect no less from a man 
who'd worked with Welles, while the physicality, the brilliantly 
expressive, almost expressionist, camera angles, the almost if not 
quite OTT performances, all seem perfectly right in these films' 
contexts. 

As for The Big Knife itself, it features a matchless cast: the inimitable 
Jack Palance in one of his finest and most gripping dramatic roles; 
well supported by Ida Lupino, Shelley Winters, Everett Sloane, 
Wendell Corey, and Jean Hagen (she of "Aah jest caint stann um" 
fame in Singing In The Rain). And of course, there's Rod Steiger 
with a strange haircut and a deaf-aid, ranting and raving away as a 
studio mogul who's an unholy mix of Messrs Mayer and Cohn… Yet 
his "hammy outrageousness" (Time Out) somehow works when set 
against Palance's obdurate intensity. 

Here's fear and loathing in LA, via the flawed but often brilliant 
Clifford Odets! His "wordy and stagebound script" was nonetheless 
considered (also by Time Out) "intelligent and literate", and it seems 
in hindsight a rather accurate depiction of Fifties America, cold war 
paranoia and all.

Early last year we saw a stage production of Odets's first success, 
Waiting For Lefty, and this Thirties piece seemed both curiously 
timely and dated. The powerful verbal gifts (along with the 
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accompanying torrential verbosity) retained much of their force, 
while most of the occasional sentimental blemishes could be 
overlooked: Odets's socialism, like his heart, was in the right, or 
rather the left, place. Alas, by the end of the McCarthy era, Odets 
had sold out and become an extremely well-rewarded Hollywood 
hack, albeit one of the best around: see also Sweet Smell Of Success, 
an equally fine, equally hysterical film scripted by him a couple of 
years after TBK.

Unfortunately, just like Aldrich himself, whose later output declined 
and became slickly commercial (remember The Dirty Dozen and 
what happened to the later careers of Mesdames Davis and 
Crawford?) Odets went for the easy money flowing down the 
mainstream. But he remained, according to Jean Renoir, a decent, 
warm and very generous friend. In My Life And My Films (1974) 
Renoir writes movingly of their friendship and Odets's last days. He 
praises Odets's only foray into directing - the very odd None But The 
Lonely Heart, which starred an absurdly OTT Cary Grant plus 
dreadful cockney (not even Bristolian!) accent. This praise was, one 
feels, down to Renoir's own comradeship and innate generosity, 
rather than a true reflection of an interesting failure: surely NBTLH 
is not, as anyone who's seen this muddled piece will agree, any sort 
of "masterpiece"? Still those were times of exaggeration, days of 
hysteria and suspicion, when friendship accorded to outsiders, 
foreigners and exiles in Hollywood was in short supply. Renoir 
simply notes that Odets was "like everyone representative of his 
period… a victim of the anti-communist obsession". The paranoia 
and blame of that time are in impressive and riveting evidence in The 
Big Knife.
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BOLTON LION TAMER – JANUARY 1897
for all circus animals

 
In Gladiator gear  
he taunted Tyrant the African Lion 
who a few months before 

had already snacked 
on the young tamer’s arm
spitting out the sword hand
because it preferred more salt 

Maccarte chest out   boasted 
to the crowds he was boss 
of the lions   until Tyrant 
leapt and ripped the tamer’s 

scalp off in one
   
now with a taste of things to come
the lion became boss 
and made a right meal 
of Thomas Maccarte  

Peter Street
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THE ADOLFIANS
Tom Kilcourse

Dani rolled from his palliasse onto the earthen floor and rose to his 
knees, facing east. Remaining in a kneeling position he raised his 
right arm to hold it stiffly extended in an easterly direction, the 
fingers stretched together in line with the arm. Eyes shut tightly; he 
muttered the name Branau three times before bending forward from 
the hips until his fingertips touched the floor in front of him. 
Kneeling upright again, he then repeated the bending motion three 
times more before opening his eyes. Rising to stand, he slipped his 
bare feet into a pair of rough, wooden sandals, picked up a plastic 
bucket and made his way to the rickety, boxwood door leading to the 
alleyway. Easing the door open, taking care not to make any noise 
that might waken his wife and two sons, he left the mud-brick house 
and limped the hundred and thirty metres to the community 
standpipe where he would receive his daily quota of water. He 
winced with every step, the pain in his damaged knee having been 
exacerbated by kneeling; as was the case every morning and evening 
when Dani prayed to the Almighty. To his great shame, the pain was 
occasionally so intense that he was forced to stand before his 
devotions were completed. For a devout Adolfian, as for followers of 
other faiths, the ability to remain on one’s knees was important. Dani 
felt doubly handicapped therefore.
Making his way along the rubbish-strewn alleyway, he passed close-
packed houses similar to his own, crudely built of sun-dried mud 
bricks topped with a corrugated-metal roof, and comprising a single, 
windowless room.  As he drew near to the standpipe the air was 
discernibly sweeter than at his own end of the village. The houses 
were larger and in better condition than his own. This was where the 
village elite dwelt, well away from the communal cesspit behind 
Dani’s humble pile. Just beyond the water supply stood the temple, a 
magnificent building standing higher than any other structure in the 
village. The building had four wings, each with its own arched 
entrance. The eastern wing contained the living quarters of the 
Teacher and a sacred chapel reserved for the village elite. The 
northern and southern wings were for the use of ordinary 
worshippers, while the Western wing was for women; none of whom 
could be full initiates of the Adolfian faith. Seen from the air the 
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temple took the shape of the holy symbol: a swastika. At the tip of 
each wing the stone walls were surmounted by a silvery metal dome 
designed to reflect the sun into the eyes of those who stared 
immodestly at the holy place, so dazzling them for their 
impertinence. Averting his gaze, Dani filled his bucket with water 
and headed back to his own house.
Despite his evident poverty, and the pain in his knee, Dani was 
ecstatically happy this morning. It was Tuesday, 13 April in the year 
1300 AH, his older son’s fourteenth birthday. This was a great day 
for the boy and his proud father. At noon Dani Knochenkopf would 
accompany young Tobi to the temple where the boy would be placed 
in the care of the Teacher for initiation into the blessed circle. After 
Dani had made his donation, prayed on his knees before the teacher, 
and then walked backwards from His presence into the alleyway, 
Tobi would be led through to the eastern wing. There, witnessed by 
the gathered elite, he would be laid on the altar with a specially 
prepared sausage in his mouth in readiness for the act of initiation. 
The Teacher would perform this personally, using a silver knife. The 
sausage, blessed beforehand with holy water from the Rhine, played 
a very significant part in the ceremony, and would be examined by 
the elite after the act of incision. Should it betray any sign of a bite 
Tobi would be deemed unfit to become a full Adolfian. Following 
the ceremony the boy would be wrapped in a pure-wool shawl 
knitted by seven fair-skinned virgins, and carried to a room to 
recover. He would remain there for three days, being prayed over 
each morning by two members of the elite who would bathe his 
wound with holy water. Only at the end of this period would Tobi be 
permitted to go down on his knees and offer obedience to the 
Teacher.
Re-entering his hovel with the water, Dani shook his son awake and 
joined the boy in the ritual washing of hands, face and genitals. Eva 
Knochenkopf awoke while the two males were so occupied and, as 
was proper for a woman, turned her face to the wall until the 
washing was completed. Upon receiving her husbands permission to 
rise she lit the little stove in the middle of the room and busied 
herself preparing breakfast; a large bowl of gruel. While his wife 
performed her domestic duties, Dani questioned his son on Adolfian 
doctrine. The Teacher would interrogate Tobi later, and it was 
essential to a successful initiation that he answered correctly every 
question he was asked. There was little danger of failure. Like his 
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father and grandfather before him Tobi had been drilled in 
Adolfianism from early childhood; it being thought the only 
education necessary for the son of such a devout family. Tobi 
responded to his father’s queries with alacrity and accuracy.
The boy knew the history of the Adolfian faith to the letter. He was 
word perfect when telling his father of the arrival of the Messenger, 
the blessed man sent by the Almighty to save the people of Europe. 
With his eyes screwed tightly shut, he recited from the Book of 
Herman, the first of the four Great Preachers to bring the truth of 
Adolfism to the people. Born a hundred years after the alleged death 
of the Messenger, Herman gave the lie to the traditional view of 
Adolf’s time on Earth. The Great Preacher showed that the Russians 
and the Jews, the two unholy peoples whom the Messenger had been 
sent to expose, had spread these lies. Herman was persecuted for his 
views, being forced by Americans to consume drugs so that his mind 
faded. Yet, despite this, the Great Preacher completed his work; 
copies of which were now kept in every temple. He was followed by 
Jurgen, in 250 AH, Hans the Holy, in 347 AH and Malcolm the 
Mendicant in 463 AH. The Book of Jurgen departed from the word 
of Herman in that, whereas the Great Preacher asserted that the 
Messenger was murdered by the Russians in 56 AH, Jurgen wrote 
that he had escaped capture and was still alive in what was then 
Argentina, where he had fathered a thousand sons. Young Tobi 
correctly identified this as the heresy taken as truth by Jurgenite 
Adolfians. The boy also identified the second great heresy, that of 
Malcolm. According to the Book of Herman, the Messenger had 
only one testicle. The other Preachers were in accord with that view, 
but Malcolm disputed as to which testicle was missing. Whereas 
Herman, Jurgen and Hans agreed that the left gland was absent, 
Malcolm the Mendicant argued that the Messenger was born without 
the right gland. It had been argued by Collin in 600 AH that the 
confusion arose because, having been born without any, Malcolm 
was unclear as to what a testicle was. Nevertheless, the dispute had 
given rise to the formation of the Mendicants, a breakaway sect. In 
985 AH the Mendicants and Adolfians of the true faith had fought 
each other in a bloody war over the matter, in what then was known 
as England. All this Tobi had learned by heart.
Even in 1300 the Mendicants were spoken of in Adolfian circles with 
almost as much vehemence as were Jews and Russians. No self-
respecting Adolfian would be seen speaking to a Mendicant, and the 
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offspring of mixed marriages, of which, to the Almighty’s distress, 
there were some, were despised by both sides. There were a number 
of ceremonial differences between the Mendicants, sarcastically 
referred to as the Malcolmonions, and the true faith. Of these, the 
most important was in the preparation of initiates in the likeness of 
the Messenger.  While other Adolfians removed the left gland, the 
Malcolmonions cut out the right; much to the horror of some 
Adolfonians, but to the great amusement of the less orthodox 
majority. Dani found it not in the least amusing.
Following the interrogation, father and son ate their gruel, and then 
prayed together. Strictly speaking, Tobi should not be allowed yet to 
pray with his father, but this was a matter about which Dani had 
liberal views. As they prayed the woman of the house sat on her 
palliasse, her face to the wall. Adolfian women were not permitted to 
witness their men-folk going down on their knees. After praying, 
Dani talked to his son about the ceremony he was due to go through. 
He placed great emphasis on the importance of the sausage, which 
on no account must the boy bite. This was especially the case in the 
holy month of April, the month of the Messenger’s birth in Branau. 
As the Messenger had been a vegetarian, no orthodox Adolfian 
would dream of eating meat in April. Therefore, the sausage must 
remain intact. Tobi assured his father that he would not bite.
At ten-to-twelve the family left home to make their way to the 
temple. Eva Knochenkopf was dressed in the manner of orthodox 
Adolfian women, a grey, square-cut jacket over a white blouse 
buttoned to the throat, a grey skirt that reached down to mid-calf 
level, and flat-soled shoes. These items were styled on photographs 
of women in the nineteen-forties of the old calendar. Dani and his 
two sons wore suits tailored in the style of the same period. These 
were the only expensive clothes the family possessed. Upon reaching 
the temple Eva left her husband and went to the western wing, taking 
her younger son with her, while Dani and Tobi passed under the 
ornate arch into the southern arm of the swastika. There, in the great 
chamber the Teacher stood before the gold adorned alter. The bent 
old man, rumoured to be a hundred and fifty years old, wore his 
ceremonial robes of green and white silk, and the gold helmet 
encrusted with precious gems. In his right hand he held the Holy 
Staff, hand carved by Thomas the Elder. The staff shook 
rhythmically in the Teacher’s tremulous hold. As the Knochenkopfs 
approached the old man squinted, trying to make out their faces.
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Time dragged painfully for Dani during the next four days as he 
awaited Tobi’s return. Though he missed the boy more than he had 
expected, he was proud that the initiation was a success. The sausage 
had been removed from the boy’s mouth entirely unmarked. When 
Saturday morning arrived he would have gone to the temple to meet 
his son, but that was not the tradition. Now that he was a full initiate 
Tobi must walk home alone. So his father stood outside the house, 
watching the alleyway impatiently for Tobi to appear. At last, he saw 
the boy walking towards him with awkward steps, his legs spread 
apart somewhat. They embraced and went indoors for the celebratory 
meal of cabbage and potatoes.
Dani rose early again the next morning and went to collect water 
from the standpipe. When he returned, Tobi had risen too. Placing 
the bucket in the middle of the floor, Dani removed his trousers for 
the ritual washing of hands, face and genitals, a daily duty for all 
Adolfians. Tobi followed his father’s example. The strangled cry 
from her husband caused Eva to forget herself and turn her face from 
the wall to look at the pair. Dani was looking at his son with bulging 
eyes, his face scarlet, and his mouth flapping soundlessly. Eva saw 
the cause of his distress at once. It was immediately apparent that the 
Teacher had removed Tobi’s right testicle, so marking the boy for 
life as a Mendicant heretic. Whether because of his failing sight or 
the unsteady hand the old man had cut out the wrong gland. Dani 
was so upset by the sight of the remaining, left testicle that he forgot 
to discipline his wife for not facing the wall. Throwing himself to his 
knees he prayed aloud to the almighty, pleading for guidance on how 
to resolve this disastrous problem. He had visions of his son being 
ostracised in the village, or even attacked by true believers. How 
could the family face neighbours? Would the boy be allowed into the 
temple? Such were the questions plaguing this devout man for the 
rest of the day, and deep into the night. It was during the early hours 
of the next morning that the Almighty answered Dani’s prayers and 
placed a suggestion in his distraught mind. Rising quietly from his 
palliasse he lit a candle and opened his dog-eared copy of the Book 
of Herman. He was greatly relieved to find that his proposal was not 
explicitly forbidden in the holy writing. To be sure though, Dani ran 
to the temple at first light where he roused the old Teacher from his 
slumber. The holy man was none too pleased at being disturbed, but 
when the problem was explained to him he agreed that Dani’s 
proposal was permissible. He told the agitated father to bring his son 
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to the temple at eleven.
How fortunate Tobi was to have such a loving father who could not 
bear to allow his son to suffer the contempt of his fellows. At eleven 
o’clock the lad was spared that fate as the Teacher, under the 
watchful eyes of two of the elite, again took up the silver knife, and 
removed the remaining gland. So successful was Dani’s solution that 
his son was elevated some years later into Teacherhood, and 
presented with a silver knife of his own. He became known far and 
wide among the faithful as Tobi the Shrill.

----------------

Illustrated 1942
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BIRKENHEAD, ENGLAND
Kenn Taylor

With all the will in the world/Diving for dear life/When we could be 
diving for pearls 
Elvis Costello ‘Shipbuilding’ 

Even the tiniest sound bounces right round thee hall as me feet kick 
through the bits of rust and crap that lie dotted around the concrete. 
The floor’s damp in places were the leaking roof has allowed 
puddles to form, mingling with the left-over grease te form shiny 
patterns. Bits of pipe and rod lie in piles, one of the old side cranes 
sways and a piece of the plastic sheeting that covers the holes in the 
walls billows out. Lookin up and down the vast expanse, I try an 
remember what it had been like when this place mattered, when it 
was filled with dozens of machines an hundreds of people thundering 
away, making ships hulls rise out of base metal. When I stared at 
Laird’s in ‘63 as an apprentice there were 20,000 people working 
here ye know. Twenty-thousand. Say that number again and try to 
imagine the sight of 20,000 people leaving work at once. To arrive 
aged 15 was overwhelmin.  
I still remember going to work for the first time. I was apprenticed to 
a guy who had been in the war, my foreman introduced me to him 
after getting me papers from the office. He was a decent guy, good 
teacher. You had to get the job done like, it was all piecework then 
and he wasn’t happy if your slack lost him money. It was hard 
bastard work too, and nowhere to wash, going home in shitty, greasy 
clothes, dowsed in red lead. He told me about the old toilets they’d 
just got rid of, just a bloody trough with a bar across it, all these 
fellahs inside sitting in a row like budgies discussing Tranmere 
Rovers and asking each other for lights. The noise in the yard was 
horrendous too, sitting in a tank with three or four riveters going at it, 
that why so many of them are deaf now. But it was still better than 
Dock labourin or sitting on a production line. You put up with it to 
learn a trade. The money wasn bad n’all. Three years in I was a fully 
fledged employee and as long as you got the job done, you could 
have a chat and a fag and a brew. Watch the sun go down over the 
river. Talk about the lasses and the football and then go down to the 
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Royal Castle for a pissup. It was all startin to end even then though.
I met Martha at a dance on the ferry. Looked top in my togs I did, no 
Docker could afford a suit like I had. We danced an, as it started to 
go dark, I pointed to the hulls on our side of the river and said tha I 
was building those ships. “All by yourself eh?” she said and laughed. 
I told her to come along to the launch and she did. To see thee whole 
town and a big chunk of Liverpool out on launch day was a dam 
good reward.  Me and Martha went to the cinema afterwards. And 
after that we were rarely apart.     
We got one of the new council houses out on the Ford estate in ‘69 
and our Paul was born a year later. You’d didn’t hang about in them 
days. It was a good house, three bedrooms and a small garden front 
and back. The kind that me mam would have dreamed of, and we 
hadn’t been too badly off living in Tranmere. The estate was good 
too. There was a pub, that was all I needed, and loadsa grass for the 
kids to play on. There was even a swimming pool over on the 
Woodchurch. We saved up and got a Ford Escort an rented a caravan 
in Rhyl. Tracey was born in ‘71 and we called it a day after that. The 
money was getting a worry too by then. The Nuclear sub contracts 
had ended and Lairds were laying off left, right and centre. I ended 
up taking redundancy that year because I’d heard they were taking 
on at Vauxhalls in Ellsemere Port to make the new Viva. I always 
swore I’d stay away from factory work, but they pay was better and 
it was more secure. I had a family to keep together now. 
I hated it though, the endless, dull rhythm of the line. Supposed to be 
a modern factory and yet we were stuck in this massive, dark 
building with machinery towering above us at all angles. It was less 
noisy than the yard but the work was so constrictin. Me neighbour 
used to ask why, with the employee discount, I didn’t buy a 
Vauxhall. I told him, “I build the damn things; I’ve got more sense 
than to buy one.” The hopes of more money were largely dashed too, 
if I could get to work without stoppages then maybe. I've always 
been a union man. Payed my dues to the GMB since I was an 
apprentice and I remained so at Vauxhalls. We’d walk out first sign 
of any bullshit from the bosses but these guys looked for reasons to 
kick off, all these hot-headed young lads going onto me about the 
dialectical materialism and the revolution. “After the match and me 
tea I’ll think about it,” I used to tell them. I got spat at by one of the 
little shits once. Then there was the infighting and the grab for 
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membership between AEU, GMB and T&G. Workers of the world 
unite they say. Ha, maybe if we could stop fighting each other for 
five fucking minutes. I think, deep down, most of them were trying 
to do some good you know, but they probably ended up making 
things worse. The layoffs were starting to bite here too. The yanks at 
General Motors who owned it threatened to shut the whole of 
Vauxhalls down at one point. When we did all go out, I refused to 
cross the lines of course. I may not have agreed, but I knew better 
than to show the bosses our divisions. Agitation or not, the moment 
you break ranks they’ve won. That’s the classic way, divide and 
conquer. I may not know much about dialectical materialism but I 
know that. But it was starting to bite at home now. The kids needed 
school uniforms. We had to let the caravan go. 
Things weren’t any better at Lairds though. They finally got the new, 
massive construction hall built, about 20 years after every other yard 
on the continent. But the ships got less and less, and the workers got 
less and less. 
I was laid off by Vauxhalls in 1980. One of three thousand. You 
don’t here of such big layoffs anymore. Not because they don’t 
happen but because companies have got wise to how damaging that 
can be. They wind factories down slowly now, demoralising 
everyone till you’re glad to be given you P45 and go without a fight. 
We were just one of many by then though. Dunlop, Lucas, Standard-
Triumph, Meccano, Tate and Lyle, GEC, you could go on forever, 
the numbers were astronomical. Lairds continued to shed too. Mike, 
the lad next door, was the only son of the neighbours and he was still 
in the yard, clinging on. Must have been on one of the last proper 
apprentice intakes. There was talk of converting to build oil rigs for 
the North Sea boom. “Some hope at least then,” I said. “Some hope, 
yeah,” he said.  
By then I wis just one of many unemployed. Martha still worked in 
the Sayers on Hoole Road and cos of that we weren’t entitled to full 
benefits either. I had to take the car off the road. It was all coming 
down and I had no idea how to fight it. I began to wonder if those 
lads talking about a revolution might have been right. I mean the 
fucking country voted that iron-knickered cow back in even after 
what she’d done to us. 
Everythin round here got worse and worse. The drug problem really 
started to kick in, especially around the towers. Kids on Heroin. I 
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mean Heroin, Opium. It’s all so accepted now, but that was 
something out of the films when I was young. Our lovely new house 
began to show its true colours too, with the damp and the bad 
rendering. My dad, who’d been a brickie, came around and tutted at 
the half-arsed construction. That was not long before he’d died. He’d 
been a long-standing union man too, couldn’t believe all that we had 
fought for so long was being taken back, and that we were lettin 
them do it. 
I went to the Labour Exchange in town of course, but there was 
never anything doing. We were all chasing the same disappearing 
jobs. So I spent more and more time in the pub, The One O’clock 
Gun. We’d all sit in there, the ex-Lairds men, and drink. I’d always 
been a drinker, me only real vice, but there was nothing now to stop 
us. Martha was at Sayers all day, the kids in school. They were doing 
okay, Paul was good at metalwork and woodwork, or CDT as they’d 
started calling it. Tracey was good with her numbers and that. So I 
was on me own. I wasn’t going to sit at home, so it was either the 
bookies or the pub and I figured it at least at the pub I was 
guaranteed to get somethin for me money. 
I jus needed somethin to keep me occupied, to get us through the 
day. And being with the lads in the pub it was like the old days in the 
yard. Cept of course we were spending money not earnin it. I realise 
now my wife and kids should have been me priority, but I’d become 
selfish. I’d worked so hard for them for so long and they still needed 
me and I couldn’t provide for them. I could have been there for them 
at least, that’s what out Trace told us later all she wanted. But I 
wanted to be away from them. They had got me stuck so I couldn’t 
get out. It wasn’t really their fault a course, but that’s the way I saw 
it anyway, and I couldn’t deal with it. 
It got so I was drinking at home too. Arguing with Martha. I slept in 
till I went the pub. I pissed meself once and she woke up in it. 
Screamed at me and literarily threw me down the stairs, where I 
stayed ina heap till morning. I woke to find our Paul in his school 
uniform lookin at me with concern. “You better get going, you’ll be 
late for school,” I offered. He looked at me, with his face trembling, 
and then ran off. 
Paul and I stopped talking. When I was workin we used to go to all 
the Rovers home games, but I couldn’t afford that now. I probably 
wouldn’t have been arsed even if I did have the money at that point. 
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The pub was closer and better. He’d struck up a friendship with Mike 
next door, even though he was a few years older. Mike had got his 
cards from Lairds that year, and so spent all his time fishing at 
Arrowe Brook and started taking Paul with him. I stayed in the pub 
and watched the miners go at it. “This is it”, said Ernie, Guinness in 
one hand, lead for his mangy dog in the other. “If the miners can’t 
win were all buggered.” Ernie lived in the sheltered housing block. 
He’d been in Birkenhead for the General Strike in ‘29. I knew then 
that he was right. I think we all did.  The lads at Lairds had occupied 
one of the oil rigs they were buildin in protest at job cuts. They’d 
been arrested and sent to Walton prison, on the same block as 
murderers and rapists. 
The final straw had been over Paul. He’d been missing school to go 
fishing. Martha was giving him a bollocking when I came home 
pissed. She started having a go at me then and I had a sore head and 
I’d just been jostled by a bunch of fucking kids and the Yorkshire 
miners had turncoated and there was no need to shout so I lashed at 
her just to stop the noise. None of it is an excuse I know. I never said 
it was, but that was what happened. She just quietly picked herself 
up. Tracey started wailing, Paul started punching me in the arm. 
Martha got them all I walked straight out. I lay on my side and fell 
asleep. 
I stayed there till morning then went straight to Threshers for a bottle 
of Grouse. When I came back her sister was there with that spare-
prick of a husband of hers. They lived in Greasby and thought 
themselves a cut above. Ha. So they owned a house rather than 
rented one. Big deal, just as crap as ours, they couldn’t really afford 
the mortgage n’all I knew. The way they paraded around you’d think 
he was a fucking lawyer or somethin when he was actually just some 
sort of manager for Kwik Save and she worked in a flower shop. 
They were getting Martha and the kid’s stuff. Martha wasn’t there. 
Her sister scowled at me and spat at my feet. I didn’t flinch. The 
husband said “You ought to be ashamed.” Not taking that off that 
tosser. And I swung at him, drawing back at the last minute. Just 
enough to make him lurch backwards and his lip quiver. Cunt. 

After that things were simpler. I drank. Eat. Shat. Slept. Made no real 
effort to see the kids other than the odd drunken phone call to Martha 
when me emotions got the better of me. I was an old drunk and that’s 
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what the kids in the street called me. Martha and the kids stayed at 
her sisters till they got re-housed on the Woodchurch. I drank and 
watched Colombo and the football at home. It was getting harder to 
go the pub now. It had become taken over by little gobshites who 
wore sports tops and plimsolls like they were track stars, so-called 
hard men that used to make us move if they wanted a seat. 
But at least we were famous once more our little town. Ye see, 
Birkenhead was now famous for having the highest rate of heroin 
addiction in the UK, not for building ocean liners. 
I saw our Paul walking down the road one day. I was pissed and I 
shouted to him. He didn’t recognise me at first. When he did his eyes 
narrowed and his face when into a snarl and he shouted “Fuck off 
you wife beating bastard” and turned to go up Mike’s path. “Paul, it 
was just the once. I wis wrong but I’m sorry son.”
“Fuck off you alchy cunt.” He looked a lot older than when I’d last 
seen im. 
“But I’m your dad.”
“FUCK OFF”. He started jabbing furiously, repeatedly at Mike’s 
doorbell. Mike opened the door and Paul dashed inside. It was time 
for another drink.  
I went to see Mike later. He was still unemployed too. His dad had 
died now so it was just him and his frail 'ol mam. Paul was still 
coming round. They went fishing, they talked, even went the match 
now and again. I realized then that he’d been there for him more than 
I had been for my own flesh and blood. Mike told me that Paul was 
slipping away from even him though. 
It was then I started the struggle. If I was to mean anything to me 
kids then I had to stop the drinking. It was just me now anyway; the 
lads didn’t go the pub anymore. There was too much grief from those 
scally lads. I joined the Alcoholics Anonymous at the Community 
Centre on Beech Street. There were a few ex-Lairds men there. All 
ages. But lots of others too. Even a Doctor. It can happen to anyone. 
I began the cure. I found God. I stopped drinking.
There were lapses though. Especially when I got home one night and 
saw an ambulance outside Mike’s. Not his mother, she’d passed 
away peacefully a few months previous. He’d hanged himself. Left a 
note saying he had nothing to go on for now so he might as well pack 
it in. He was always the solitary sort but I never figured him to do 
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that. I had to have a drink after that. 
I found out later though somethin even worse. He’d done himself 
about two weeks before they found him. No one went around you 
see. Till Paul did. He hadn’t seen him in a year. He was in trouble 
and went round to ask for some advice. He saw it was all dark and, 
what no one else had noticed, the pile of mail, so he went over the 
back gate and saw him hanging through the rear window. Smashed 
the back door in and had to face two weeks of decay. I nearlee lapsed 
again when I heard that off Tracey.
She started to come around ye see. She had a husband now too. 
Going out since 14, married at 18. She worked for the council as an 
accounting technician; she’d done a course at Borough Road Tech. 
They had a house in Moreton now, her husband was a nice fellah too, 
he worked for the GPO but was talking about becoming a driving 
instructor. They were planning kids and she wanted to reconcile with 
me. What about Martha. Got another man. Younger brother of that 
spare prick her sister married. A tax officer. Christ, some families. I 
felt a lot of regret, but also a pang of happiness for her. Me new faith 
helped me cope with that and if Trace was willing to forgive then I 
felt blessed. But what about Paul? It was then she told me about Paul 
finding Mike. 

Paul had dropped out of school not long after he’d moved to 
Martha’s sisters. He was 16 and went on an YTS at some window 
firm in Bromborough. They treated him like shit so he packed in, 
don’t blame him, and he ended up on the dole. Gettin to be a family 
tradition. When they all moved to Woodchurch after the divorce 
went through he got in with the wrong sort. He needed to belong 
somewhere, Tracey said. He got into all kinds of trouble shoplifting, 
taking drugs, vandalism. He got caught graffiting the rail bridge on 
the old steelworks lines by the transport cops. He got away, but his 
mate got caught. If his mate dobbed in him he knew he’d go down as 
he’d already been collared for that before. That’s when he went to 
see Mike for help. That’s when he found him dead. Trace said he just 
went into the drugs full on then. Trace only got to find all this out 
when he went around to hers looking for money. He looked different 
she said, older and colder. She said we had to be strong together to 
try and help him. It was all so, so much, the easy relief of the drink 
called me again, but I knew then that would be the end of everything. 
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This was my last chance. I never drank again after that.  
We tried so hard to find Paul. Went to all his old haunts, tried his 
mates, spent weeks with no luck. Everyone kept stum. We didn’t 
give up though, me, Trace and her hubby. It was 1992 by now. The 
announcement came on the radio that unless a buyer was found, the 
owners would close Lairds next year. “Post Cold-War lack of 
demand for military vessels,” was the reason the suit gave on the 
news. Maybe, but much more to do with Thatcher’s government 
getting £140 million in European Union aid in 1985 on condition of 
closing 9 British shipyards I think you’ll find matey. Our death 
warrant signed eight years before the sentence was carried out. 
Even then it seemed incomprehensible that they wouldn’t be ANY 
shipbuilding. That tosser Wilson called it “The death of a town” on 
Granada Reports. “Only putting it out of its misery” I murmured at 
the box. I mean what else was there here. Heroin. Heroin and my 
son.
We heard not long after that he’d held up a Spar in Pensby at knife 
point for the till money. The police were after him as well as us now, 
but they didn’t have much luck either.  
Eventually they did find him. Dead on the floor of a bedsit in Oxton. 
Not an overdose or the AIDS though. Apparently some guy he’d 
tried to rob had turned around stabbed him and he’d staggered back 
to his digs and died. The papers called it poetic justice. I cried till I 
was hollow. 

We buried him in Landican Cemetery. The wife and her lot laid off 
having a go at me for Trace’s sake. We exchanged no words though. 
Only glances. All lost in our own private grief. I looked for a long 
time at the two Liverpool cathedrals ye can see across the river from 
the Landican, high up on the ridge above the town. I was lookin for 
some sort of guidance I think, but none came.  
I kinda lost me faith then. I thought of killing meself, but there had 
been enough death already. And it’s a young man’s game that. I 
didn’t have long to go, that would just be impatience. And I’ve got 
Tracey and her little one, Hannah. They come around to the house 
sometimes, but mostly I go to hers. It’s got worse around her. The 
drugs aren’t as bad since the tower blocks got knocked down, but 
there seems to be more trouble. There’s even jobs now. They opened 
a big ASDA on the Woodchurch on top of the old CO-OP factory. 
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But I think you can earn more money selling the drugs and I don’t 
blame them sometimes. At least then you don’t have to have to put 
up with some spare prick like that fucking ex brother-in-law of mine 
telling them what to do, I worked hard but we were free, we had 
responsibility, we had our own skills which they needed, we were 
building something, we got paid decent wages. 
Even me, the old ex-alchy, managed to rejoin the world of work 
eventually, fulfilling that cunt Blair’s idea of having us all working 
away till we collapse. Gives me somethin to do I suppose. So I sit 
here in the remains of Lairds, in the Portakabin with me flask and the 
TV and Alan and Nathan and John and Pete sharin the shifts, keeping 
an eye on all 150 empty acres. Twenty-thousand people down to four 
in 20 years, not a bad achievement for the Iron Lady and the Western 
world I think. And here we wait, until they decide what to do with it 
all. I go wandering aroun now and again, trying to remember when 
this big, old place was more than just a collection a decaying sheds 
full a rats and rusting metal. 
They’ve already knocked part of it down. Watchin them blow up the 
cranes was a real wrench. There’s talk of making tha whole thing 
into a ‘mixed-leisure’ development. Shops, flats, offices, a marina. 
And, in the old main building hall, would ye believe it, a snowdome! 
New jobs they say. Get the kids to hand out skiing goggles. That’ll 
get them off the streets. Birkenhead. We used to build big ships, now 
we do skiing. Better than heroin I suppose. 
Apparently, there’ll even be a museum here as part of it about all the 
shipbuilding that used to go on. I do wonder if they’ll they’ll put me 
in it. Yeah, I can see me and my Paul and Mike and the rest of us in 
glass cases. Here be relics of people who tried to get one with there 
lives, but their lives ceased to be of any profit so it was taken away 
from them. Now, you best do as you’re told or you’ll end up like 
them. Go forth and Ski. 
Yeah, I think that would be a fitting tribute. 
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CAR WASH
Nigel Ford

Fortunately there was no queue. I left my car poised outside the 
automatic door of the car wash and walked over to where the person 
in charge was housed in a Perspex windowed reception office, so 
scratched and dirty he was only a dirty blob of red overalls, sat in 
there, chatted away on his mobile, back turned towards me. 
There was an automatic machine into which, depending on the kind 
of wash you wanted, you put money and pressed a button after you 
had parked your vehicle in the correct position.
I did not have the right change for the kind of wash I wanted because 
the prices had been altered since I was here last time.  
I needed information from the person in the red overalls. The 
windows were so opaque he might have held a doughnut to his ear, 
but one naturally assumes a person is on the phone when he holds 
something to his ear and swings about in a comfy swivel chair and 
bends sometimes forwards and sometimes stretches back, you know, 
like you do. 
I pushed the little bell push outside the reception office, but I 
couldn’t hear if I got a result. In any event, there was no change to 
the behaviour of the person in the office. I knocked on the Perspex. 
No reaction. I thumped until it rattled. Still no reaction.
I have 65:- in change and the wash I want has gone up to 72:-. Some 
kind of wash for my car could be available, even if not the wash I 
had intended. It was important to wash away the accumulation 
beneath the car and prevent corrosion. The most difficult, if not 
impossible, part of car wash to perform in the street. Your feet stick 
out in the road. Or up over the curb. Either is unsettling. A vehicle 
might run over them in one direction. A dog might bite them in the 
other. 
I drove the car into the wash anyway and walked over to the payment 
automat. This housed in a cubicle with grey-blue walls also with 
scratched and dirty Perspex windows. It included a seat where you 
could sit and watch. Through the windows my car was a low shadow 
of dull British Racing Green. It had cream leather upholstery, but 
that was not visible.
I had made sure all the windows were tightly shut and the telescopic 
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radio aerial retracted.  The wing mirrors too, were now folded 
longitudinally.
Choosing the most comprehensive wash I could get for the change I 
had, which was everything except the turtle wax polish finish, I 
inserted my money and the automat screen instructed me to press 
buttons 1 to 5 inclusive except for 3. I obeyed and then settled back 
in the seat to await events. 
The car wash area was entirely surrounded by a circular cafeteria and 
a circular Perspex wall that protected people from the water spray, 
rather like the screen around an ice hockey rink that protects the 
audience from stray pucks.  
I had always thought the cafeteria to be an excellent idea; grown-ups 
could bring along their children when they washed their cars and 
watching the car washing process kept the children occupied. They 
could watch the cars enter at one end and go through all the different 
stages of brushing and soaping and rinsing and drying – the roaring 
air of the dryers was always exciting I found – and come out the 
other clean and shiny bright, while the grown-ups grabbed a cup of 
coffee and had a chat or read the paper in peace. Indeed many of the 
adults themselves appeared to find a fascination in watching the car 
washing process.
The automat window screen started flashing. I was instructed to 
press the red start button, and I complied. Nothing happened 
immediately. Then a sharp “click” and the cubicle in which I was 
sitting shuddered, lifted and began to move.
Most of the adults in the cafeteria had their backs to the car wash and 
to me. They were represented by hunched blobs of various colours. 
Several children were watching the car wash procedure. Their faces 
were white blobs through the Perspex.
My cubicle moved forwards in a series of jerks, stopped and swung 
around to face the large floor-to-ceiling brushes. The cubicle was 
propelled along a railed track. After a series of snaps, the brushes 
began to rotate. The cubicle jerked forward toward the brushes and 
high-pressure water jets drummed on the walls. When the cubicle 
pushed into the revolving brushes the noise was deafening and the 
cubicle shook. A head of soapsuds built up on the windows. The 
light inside the cubicle darkened until I could barely discern the 
control buttons. As we emerged on the other side of the brushes, the 
light brightened. The cubicle stopped, jerked and returned through 
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the revolving brushes, darkened, brightened and moved back along 
the track. The water jets died away and stopped and a hissing 
commenced. An astringent perfume, attributable to some sort of 
cleaning agent, permeated the cubicle. After which the cubicle 
moved forwards along the track, through the brushes and stopped. 
There was utter silence. Just when I had concluded the process was 
finished and was fumbling for the door latch, there was a tremendous 
roar and the cubicle moved swiftly back along the track, buffeted by 
a tremendous wind. It seemed to me as if the door bulged inwards, 
and I held onto my hat. The Perspex windows of the cubicle dried 
and cleared and now seemed clean, although visibility remained 
hampered by their being so badly scratched.
The cubicle slid to a smooth halt at the point of our departure. The 
brushes were now out of my line of sight. Everything was silent. I 
heard no machines, no voices anywhere. 
The cubicle was filled with a noiselessness I found disturbing. 
Should I get out? A single red diode blinked on the control screen. 
There was a brusque rap on the cubicle door. I opened it. Two 
women with blue eyes, their blonde hair in severe buns and clad in 
cobalt blue overalls, looked at me.
‘What are you doing?’ woman no.1 asked. ‘You’re not allowed to be 
here. You realise this is a punishable offence?’
‘You’re not supposed to be here stopped on the track and motionless 
like this, even if you were allowed to be here. Or even if we were to 
overlook it for once,’ woman no.2 said.
”I thought the process had come to an end,’ I said. ‘The treatment 
complete.’
‘No,’ woman no.1 said. ‘You’ve paid for superwax and polish. 
Careless.’
‘But not turtle wax,’ I said.
‘Not turtle wax,’ woman no.1 agreed.
‘We’ll assume you must have pushed a button by mistake,’ woman 
no.2 said.  ‘With your elbow perhaps. Don’t do it again please. 
We’ve had too many people doing this lately. It’s not supposed to be 
an amusement. All you’ve had is a rinse, a soap, a cleansing agent, a 
wash and a dry.’
‘Not the super protective wax and polish you paid extra for,’ woman 
no.1 said. ‘If you’d been through that you’d know about it.’
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‘Yes indeed,’ woman no. 2 said. She leant into the cab and pressed a 
button. There was a series of clicks. ‘That should do it.’
‘Enjoy yourself now,’ woman no.1 said. They slammed the cubicle 
door shut and were gone. The clicks stopped. There was silence and 
stillness. 
Then the cubicle jerked and started to shake so violently I had to 
clutch both sides of the seat and hang on tight. Outside there was a 
great hissing and spluttering. All the windows misted over and 
visibility was reduced to zero.
‘Customers,’ a speaker said in the ceiling. It startled me a great deal 
and I gazed at the speaker which had stopped speaking after that first 
word. Then it crackled, ‘....not be allowed...’ it said, and then 
produced more crackling noises before it continued, ‘...back.’
‘Back where?’ I asked involuntarily. The cubicle continued to buck 
and jerk forward, stopped, and then began to move in reverse 
buffeted by the rushing wind (high-pressure air you understand) of 
the dryers, the windows gradually cleared. The cubicle jerked to a 
halt in its reverse progress and then began to move forward again. 
‘Customers...’ the speaker said then crackled and was silent. 
The speaker crackled again ‘...special offer including...’ it said, then 
went silent. I wondered what kind of special offer. The speaker 
crackled once more, ‘...7 francs for a prawn roll and the soft drink of 
your choice. Or a cup of coffee and a small cake of ...’ it said and fell 
silent. The cubicle seemed to enter a long glide, its motion smooth 
for the first time and then stopped.
The speaker crackled, ‘Thank you for...’ and then went dead.
I got up from my seat after making sure all systems had closed down 
and that no lights were flashing on the control screen. I was opening 
the door to exit when the speaker crackled again, ‘Customers,’ the 
speaker said, ‘doooooon noooooooer..’ then there was a loud 
snapping sound and nothing more forthcoming. I stepped out onto 
the floor of the car wash and walked outside.
Although the idea of a prawn roll and a drink followed by a cup of 
coffee and a small cake of ..  did not appeal, I felt hungry and thirsty 
and craved the company of other human beings in convivial 
surroundings.
Inside the cafeteria people sat huddled together at tables and the 
children looking through the panorama Perspex windows at the 
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goings on in the car wash, played games amongst the furniture. The 
children were a company to themselves, any social barriers forgotten 
in the convenience of play, while the adults sat in little huddles, with 
little or no communication between the groups. 
I collected a beer, a ham roll and a paper mug of coffee with a plastic 
top to retain the heat, a packet of milk substitute and two cubes of 
sugar from the self-service counter. This cost me 50 francs; neither 
of the special offers applied to my requirements. I found a vacant 
seat at a round table occupied by two people. One of the persons was 
stirring sugar into their coffee, the other was primping themselves in 
a hand mirror.
‘Would it be all right if I sat here?’ I asked.
The primper moved the mirror to look at me. ‘Yes of course,’ The 
mirror moved back again. The person stirring the coffee stopped 
stirring and patted their pockets, retrieved a pipe, lit it and blew a 
cloud of smoke. ‘Get a good wash?’ the pipe smoker asked.
‘I did yes,’ I said. 
The mirror moved and the primper looked at him, the face screwed 
up in outrage. ‘We didn’t. We had to do most of it ourselves in the 
end. And they didn’t give us a refund either. Some excuse about their 
computers.’
‘You’re not from round here,’ the pipe smoker said.
‘I live here,’ I said, ‘but I’m not Polovick, I’m a Vickenman.’ 
‘Ah,’ the pipe smoker said. ‘I thought that or a Sossenyack. You 
speak Polovian very well.’
‘I’ve been here quite a while,’ I said. 
‘You’re more or less one of us,’ the primper said, ‘we don’t think of 
the Vickens as being foreign do we.’
‘I suppose not,’ the pipe smoker said. ‘Not like we do Sooings or 
Bronsers or even Ditchmen.’
The primper sniggered, ‘funny lot.’
‘Different cultures,’ the man with the pipe said.
‘Make no effort,’ the primper said. ‘Some of them been here 
practically all their lives. Can’t speak Polovian.’
‘You’re more like us,’ the pipe smoker said.
‘Or we’re more like you,’ the primper said.
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‘I feel at home here,’ I said. ‘As if I could make this my home 
country if I wanted to. One doesn’t of course.’
‘I suppose not,’ the pipe smoker said and got up. ‘Come on,’ he said 
to the primper. ‘Time to go.’
‘Mustn’t be late,’ the primper said.
They left. ‘Customers,’ said the speaker perfectly clearly without the 
trace of a crackle, ‘are asked kindly not to remain in the control 
cubicle after making their car wash selection. Repeat. Do not remain 
in the cubicle after making your wash program selection. Thank 
you.’ 

---------------

Illustrated 1942
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